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The Closed World Assumption (CWA) on databases expresses the assumption that an atom
not in the database is false. This assumption is applicable only in cases where the database
has complete knowledge about the domain of discourse. In this paper, we investigate locally
closed databases, that is: databases that are sound but partially incomplete about their domain.
Such databases consist of a standard database instance, augmented with a collection of Local
Closed World Assumptions (LCWAs). A LCWA is a ‘local’ form of the CWA, expressing that
a database relation is complete in a certain area, called a window of expertise. In this work, we
study locally closed databases both from a knowledge representation and from a computational
perspective. At the representation level, the approach taken in this paper distinguishes between
the data that is conveyed by a database and the meta-knowledge about the area in which the
data is complete. We study the semantics of the LCWA’s and relate it to several knowledge
representation formalisms. At the reasoning level, we study the complexity of, and algorithms for
two basic reasoning tasks: computing certain and possible answers to queries and determining
whether a database has complete knowledge on a query. As the complexity of these tasks is
unacceptably high, we develop efficient approximate methods for query answering. We also prove
that for useful classes of queries and locally closed databases, these methods are optimal , and
thus they solve the original query in a tractable way. As a result, we obtain classes of queries and
locally closed databases for which query answering is tractable.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—Query processing; I.2.4 [Artificial Intelli-
gence]: Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods; F.2.2 [Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]:
Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems; F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]: Mathematical Logic
General Terms: Theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
In database theory, it is common to assume that any atomic fact that does not appear in the database
instance is false. This approach follows Reiter’s Closed World Assumption (CWA) [Reiter 1982],
that presupposes a complete knowledge about the database’s domain of discourse.
Databases, however, are not always complete2. Incompleteness in relational databases has been
investigated almost since their inception in the seventies. The general problem of representing in-
completeness in a relational database is already discussed by Imielinsky and Lipski [1981] and
in [Abiteboul and Grahne 1985; Grahne 1984; 1989]. Reiter [1986] provides an early semantic char-
acterization of databases containing null values and a sound algorithm for querying such databases.
At the representation level, Motro [1989] is perhaps the first to study databases that are partially
complete. Incompleteness is important in the context of stand-alone databases but it is truly inherent
in settings where data is stored in a distributed fashion since there, each separate data source stores,
per definition, only part of the data. Not surprisingly, dealing with incomplete information has a
recognized central role in important database fields such as data exchange and integration. Grahne
1Currently at the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Antwerp, Belgium.
2Nor they are always correct, but we do not address this problem here.
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Telephone
Name : Telephone
Lien Desmet 6531421
Lien Desmet 0923314
Bart Delvaux 5985625
Tom Demans 5845213
Department
Name : Department
Bart Delvaux Computer Science
Lien Desmet Philosophy
Tom Demans Computer Science
David Finner Biology
Fig. 1. A database of contact phone numbers for a CS department
Car Owners
Name : Model CarID
Peter Steward Mercedes 320 Qn-5452
John Smith Volvo 230 Bx-5242
Mary Clark BMW 550 Bx-5462
Location
Name : Residence
Peter Steward Queens
Mary Clark Bronx
John Smith Bronx
Fig. 2. A database of the traffic tax administration system
and Mendelzon [1999] provide a framework for dealing with incompleteness in mediator-based sys-
tems, based on tableaux techniques for query answering. In [Grahne 2002], the general problem
of incompleteness of databases from a data integration perspective is further explored. Recently,
incompleteness issues in data exchange are studied by Libkin [2006].3
There are many reasons for the presence of incomplete knowledge in a database, including ig-
norance about the domain, lack of proper maintenance, incomplete migration, accidental deletion
of tuples, the intrinsic nature of database mediator-based systems (see [Lenzerini 2002]), and so
forth. Unless properly handled, partial information in database systems might lead to erroneous
conclusions, as illustrated in the following examples:
Example 1. Consider a database of a computer science (CS) department that stores information
about the telephone numbers of the department’s members and collaborators (Figure 1).
Suppose that this database is complete with respect to all CS department members, but possi-
bly incomplete regarding their external collaborators. Thus, appropriate answers for queries such
as Telephone(Bart Delvaux, 3962836) and Telephone(Lien Desmet, 3212445) are “no” and “un-
known”, respectively. If completeness of the database is taken for granted, however, the answer for
both of these queries is “no”. Similarly, under the closed world assumption, the answer for the query
∃x : Telephone(David Finner, x) is “no”, but as the database is complete only with respect to the
members of the CS department, one cannot exclude the possibility that David Finner does have a
phone number, so a more accurate answer in this case should be “unknown”.
Example 2. Consider a distributed traffic tax administration system, in which there is one data-
base for each county, maintaining a database of car owners in that county. There is a protocol among
the different counties so that when a car owner leaves one county A to live in another county B,
county A transfers its information to B, but still preserves a record of the car owner and its current
status for a certain period of time, to handle all running tax demands. By the nature of this protocol,
each database has complete knowledge about all car owners in its county, but in general it has more
information than that. Part of the tables of a particular county, say Bronx, is represented in Figure 2.
This database has expertise on car owners of Bronx. This meta-knowledge allows us to derive
that all people that are recorded in the relation Location as residents of Bronx, are actually all the
car owners from that county. However, the information about car owners in Queens is not complete
hence one cannot draw such conclusions for the residents of Queens.
Examples 1 and 2 illustrate situations in which database information is only locally complete, and
so applying the CWA is not the right approach. As already shown, it might even lead to some wrong
3A more detailed discussion on different methods and their relations to our method, is given in Section 6.
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conclusions. The other extreme approach, known as Open-World Assumption (OWA) [Abiteboul and
Duschka 1998; Grahne 2002] and in which there is no closure at all, is often used for maintaining
distributed knowledge, e.g., for mediator-based systems. In this approach, a relational database is
considered as a correct but possibly incomplete representation of the domain of discourse. The main
weakness of the OWA is that it does not allow users to express locally closed information, and so in
the examples above, for instance, one cannot state a full knowledge regarding the phone numbers of
the CS department members or about the car owners of Bronx.
In the past, several approaches have been presented to formalize local versions of the closed world
assumption in different contexts [Motro 1989; Levy 1996; Etzioni et al. 1997; Doherty et al. 2000].
In this paper, we follow the approach in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2005], which is an extension of
Levy’s representation [Levy 1996] of locally closed databases and augment the database with Local
Closed World Assumptions (LCWAs), which are expressions of the following form:
LCWA(P (x¯),Ψ[x¯]).
Here, P is a database predicate and Ψ[x¯] is a first-order formula with free variables in x¯. Intuitively,
this expression states that the database relation of P is complete for all tuples x¯ for which Ψ[x¯]
holds in the domain of discourse. I.e., for such tuples, P (x¯) is true in the domain of discourse iff x¯
is stored in the database relation for the relation P . The formula Ψ is called a window of expertise of
the database predicate P . In Example 1, for instance, the assumption that the relation of telephone
numbers is complete for all members of the CS department would be specified by
LCWA(Telephone(p, t), Department(p, CS)),
and in Example 2 the assumption about the car owners in Bronx would be expressed as:
LCWA(CarOwners(p, c, i), Location(p,Bronx)).
Databases that contain LCWA’s in addition to the database instance are called locally closed (or lo-
cally complete, [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2006]). A basic assumption underlying this type of databases
is, just as for integrity constraints, that knowledge about the domain of expertise of a database is
often a more permanent form of knowledge than the transient data in the database instance.
In this paper, we study locally closed databases both from a representational and a computational
perspective. At the declarative level the contribution of this paper is twofold:
(1) We present a first-order generalization of Levy’s approach [Levy 1996] for representing partial
completeness in relational database systems and define its semantics. We show that this allows us to
capture both Reiter’s CWA and the OWA. We also investigate extensions such as local closed world
assumptions in a multi-source setting (as in mediator-based systems).
(2) We study the relationship of our notion of LCWA with other non-monotone formalisms for
representing incomplete knowledge. For that purpose, an equivalent representation is given based
on second-order circumscription [McCarthy 1990]. This provides the basis to extend the concept
of LCWA from relational to so-called disjunctive databases, and allows us to compare our pro-
posal with other approaches for LCWA, expressed in terms of higher-order languages (see [Doherty
et al. 2000]). We also compare our approach to other forms of reasoning with incompleteness in
knowledge-base systems, such as Levesque’s framework for reasoning with first-order knowledge-
bases and modal logic queries [Levesque 1982], and logic-programming based techniques for main-
taining deductive databases, such as Gelfond and Lifschitz’s answer-set programming [Gelfond and
Lifschitz 1991], and Loyer and Straccia’s any-world assumption [Loyer and Straccia 2005].
At the reasoning level, we study some basic reasoning tasks in locally closed databases, namely
computing certain and possible answers of queries, and determining whether the database has com-
plete information on a query. More specifically, we study the following topics:
(1) We analyze the computational complexity of computing certain and possible answers to
queries. Not surprisingly, these problems are in general intractable.
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(2) The intractability results provide the motivation for one of the main contribution of this paper,
which is the development of a set of efficient approximate methods for query answering based on
three-valued logic. Approximate reasoning has recently emerged in many domains of computational
logic. In databases, approximate query answering provide tractable lower and/or upper approxima-
tions to queries in deductive databases [Chaudhuri 1993; Chaudhuri and Kolaitis 1994], databases
with null values [Libkin 1998], semistructured databases [Grahne and Thomo 2001] and databases
integration [Grahne and Mendelzon 1999]. More recently, approximate reasoning has been intro-
duced to description logics in order to keep complexity of query answering over web ontologies
under some threshold [Stuckenschmidt and van Harmelen 2002; Pan and Thomas 2007]. There are
three main parts to our work on approximate reasoning methods:
— First, we describe a polynomial fixpoint procedure to compute a three-valued structure approxi-
mating all models of a locally closed database. We prove that such a structure can be used to compute
overestimations of possible answers and underestimations of certain answers for all queries.
— Second, we analyze the precision of our method. We show that, for practically useful classes of
queries and locally closed databases, the approximate structure is optimal, and possible and certain
answers extracted from it are exact. In other words, for these queries and databases, approximate
and standard query answering coincide. An important corollary of this result is that we determine a
class of databases and queries for which query answering is tractable after all.
— A weakness of the above method is the cost of the computation of the three-valued database,
which, although polynomial, may be unacceptable for large databases. Even worse, when the under-
lying database is modified, the three-valued structure must be updated as well, making this method
impractical for databases with non-persistent data. We address this problem by presenting a method
in which the (re-)computation of this three-valued database can be avoided. This method takes as
input a query for possible or for certain answers and a collection of local closed world assumptions,
and compiles them into a new query in the form of a fixpoint query that can be run directly against the
database. We prove that this compiled query returns the same answers as the naive fixpoint method.
As an alternative technique, we present an algorithm that, for a more restricted class of so called
hierarchically closed databases, transforms the query with the local closed world assumptions into
a standard first-order query. Since these smarter methods compute the same answers as the naive
method, it follows that they are optimal exactly where the naive methods are.
(3) By the previous results, we obtain practically useful approximate methods for query answer-
ing based on well-known database technology, and indicate a potentially useful class of queries and
databases, for which the full query answering problem is tractable.
The paper is divided into three parts. The first one, Section 2, is related to representational as-
pects of the LCWA. In particular, this section introduces the syntax and semantics of local closed
world assumptions and locally closed databases. The second part of the paper, Sections 3–5, is re-
lated to computation in the context of locally closed databases. Section 3 studies the computational
complexity of query answering and obtains intractability results, Section 4 presents the approximate
methods for query answering, and Section 5 analyses their optimality. The last part of the paper,
Sections 6–8, contains a discussion of related and future work. Further technical details regarding
the accuracy analysis in Section 5 are given in the electronic appendix where also an alternative
approach for representing the closed-word assumption by second-order formulas is given.
Finally, note that this paper elaborates our previous work and integrates it in a uniform frame-
work. The local closed world assumption as used in this paper was introduced in [Corte´s-Calabuig
et al. 2005], where it is compared to other approaches for handling incompleteness in database
systems. Further representation issues and a fixpoint semantics for locally closed databases are pre-
sented in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2006]. The complexity results and the improved algorithms for
approximate query answering in hierarchically closed databases are based on those given in [Corte´s-
Calabuig et al. 2007] and in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2008], where the efficiency and accuracy of these
algorithms are analyzed. This issue is investigated in much greater detail in this paper.
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2. THE LOCAL CLOSED WORLD ASSUMPTION
In this section we formally introduce the notion of local closed world assumption. First, in Sec-
tion 2.1 we give some preliminaries regarding the logical view on databases [Reiter 1982] and in
Section 2.2 we introduce the closed world assumptions and their logical meaning. This is the basis
for introducing in Section 2.3 locally closed databases and their logical meaning. In Section 2.4
we argue that our notion has both the open world assumption (OWA) and Reiter’s closed world as-
sumption (CWA) as special cases. In section 2.5, we discuss the relationship with Levy’s original
idea about representing partial completeness in database systems [Levy 1996], and in Section 2.6 we
conclude by pointing out some further representation considerations regarding the LCWA.
2.1 Preliminaries on Database Systems
A vocabulary σ consists of a set of predicate symbols R(σ) with associated arity4 and a possibly
infinite set of constant symbols C(σ).5 We assume that vocabularies contain the predicates t (true),
f (false) and = (equality), each of which will be interpreted in the standard way. Atomic formulas
in σ are constructed from the predicates in R(σ) over tuples t¯ of constants from C(σ) and object
variables. First-order formulas over σ are constructed from the atomic formulas, using the standard
recursive rules for ¬,∧,∨,∃ and ∀. An occurrence of a subformula ϕ in a formula ψ is called
positive (negative) if it occurs in the scope of an even (odd) number of negations. Second-order
formulas over σ are constructed likewise, except that they may contain predicate variables X in
atomic expressions X(t¯) and in quantifier expressions ∀X : ϕ and ∃X : ϕ. We denote by Ψ[x¯] that
the free variables of the formula Ψ are a subset of x¯. A sentence is a formula without free variables.
Given a vocabulary σ (possibly extended with object or predicate variables), a σ-structure I (also
called a σ-interpretation) consists of a non-empty domain DomI , for each constant or object vari-
able6 C ∈ σ a domain elementCI ∈ DomI and, for each n-ary predicate symbol or variable P ∈ σ,
a relation P I ⊆ (DomI)n. For an object variable x and domain element d, we denote by I[x : d]
the structure identical to I except that it interprets x by d. Likewise, for an n-ary predicate variable
X and n-ary relation R, I[X : R] denotes the structure identical to I except that it interprets X by
R. We extend this notation to sequences of variables and values and denote by I[x¯ : d¯] the structure
identical to I except that it interprets each xi by di.
The structure I is finite if so is DomI and I is a σ-Herbrand structure if DomI = C(σ) and
CI = C, for each C ∈ C(σ). When the vocabulary is clear from the context, we shall omit the σ
sign. In this context, C(σ) is called the Herbrand universe of σ (denoted HU ). The Herbrand base
of σ is the set HB(σ) of ground (i.e., variable-free) atomic formulas of σ. When σ is clear from the
context, a Herbrand structure is characterized by the subset of HB(σ) consisting of true atoms. In
this paper, we are mostly interested in finite Herbrand structures.
For a tuple t¯ of constants and variables interpreted in the structure I , we define t¯I as the tuple
(tI1, . . . , t
I
n). Setting f 6 t, ¬f = t and ¬t = f , the truth value of a formula ϕ in structure I ,
denoted ϕI , is defined recursively as follows:
P (t¯)I = t if t¯I ∈ P I ; otherwise P (t¯)I = f ;
(ψ ∧ φ)I = Min6(ψI , φI);
(ψ ∨ φ)I = Max6(ψI , φI);
(¬ψ)I = ¬(ψI);
(∀x : ψ[x])I = Min6{ψI[x:a] | a ∈ DomI};
(∃x : ψ[x])I = Max6{ψI[x:a] | a ∈ DomI};
(∀X : ψ[X])I = Min6{ψI[X:R] | R ⊆ (DomI)n};
(∃X : ψ[X])I = Max6{ψI[X:R] | R ⊆ (DomI)n}.
4We sometimes write P/n for a predicate symbol P with arity n.
5Function symbols are not used in this paper.
6Note that, unlike some other presentations of first-order logic in which structures interpret language symbols and (variable)
assignments interpret variables, here a structure may interpret both sorts of symbols.
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Clearly, ϕI is well-defined as soon as all its free variables are interpreted in I . Following the usual
conventions, we denote by I |= ϕ that ϕI = t and by ψ |= ϕ that ϕI = t for each structure I in
which ψI = t. By slight abuse of notation, we usually write (ψ[d¯])I to denote (ψ[x¯])I[x¯:d¯].
Definition 1 Database schema and instance. A database schema Σ is a finite set of predicate
symbols. A database instance D is a Herbrand σD-structure for some finite vocabulary σD with
C(σD) = DomD. We say that D has schema Σ ifR(σD) = Σ.
The (finite) domain DomD is called the domain of the database instance and contains at least all
constants in the relations (or tables) of D (and usually only those). For some variable-free atomic
formula A, we write A ∈ D to denote that A = P (d¯) where d¯ ∈ PD. The database instance D
is completely determined by the pair (DomD, {A ∈ HB(σD) | A ∈ D}). Thus, in the examples
below, we will often specify a database instance D by a domain and a set of atoms. If the domain of
D is not explicitly mentioned, it consists of the set of constants that appear in D.
Example 3. The database of Example 1 consists of binary relations Tel(·, ·) (between people and
their telephone number) and Dept(·, ·) (between people and the department they belong to). It can
be abbreviated as follows:
D =
{
Tel(LD, 6531421), T el(LD, 0923314), T el(BD, 5985625), T el(TD, 5845213),
Dept(BD,CS), Dept(LD,Phil), Dept(TD,CS), Dept(DF,Bio)
}
Thus, DomD = {LD,BD, TD,CS, Phil,DF,Bio, 6531421, 0923314, 5985625, 5845213} and
DeptD = {(BD,CS), (LD,Phil), (TD,CS), (DF,Bio)}.
Structures are a convenient way to formalize the content of a database: the collection of named
objects and tables of the database. Structures are also the standard way to formalize semantics, as
they serve as a formal description of a possible state of the domain of discourse. When interpreted
in this way, a database instance, which is a structure, represents the unique possible state of the
real world, the domain of discourse. A database instance thus represents complete knowledge of the
domain, specifying what objects exist in the domain of discourse and in what relations they occur.
In this paper, we will consider databases representing partial knowledge on the domain of discourse.
In our setting, a database instance still formalizes the content of the database, but cannot any longer
be viewed as the (unique) possible state of the world.
An alternative formalization of a database is as a first-order theory consisting of ground atoms,
augmented with the closed world assumption [Reiter 1978]. This view can be formalized in first-
order logic. Before recalling this theory, we first introduce a convenient notation. Below, t¯ = d¯ is a
shorthand for t1 = d1∧, . . . ,∧tn = dn.
NOTATION 1. Let D be a database instance. For any n-ary predicate P ∈ Σ and n-tuple t¯ of
terms, the formula
∨
d¯∈PD (t¯ = d¯) expresses that t¯ belongs to P
D. We shall abbreviate this formula
by “P (t¯) ∈ D”.
Example 4. In terms of Example 3, “Dept(x, y)∈D” abbreviates the following formula:(
(x = BD) ∧ (y = CS)) ∨ ((x = LD) ∧ (y = Phil)) ∨(
(x = TD) ∧ (y = CS)) ∨ ((x = DF ) ∧ (y = Bio)).
Definition 2Mst(D). [Abiteboul et al. 1995; Reiter 1982] The extended relational theory of a
database instance D is a setMst(D) of formulas, consisting of the following sentences:
Soundness:
∧
A∈D A
Completeness:
∧
P∈Σ ∀x¯ :
(
P (x) ⊃ (P (x) ∈ D))
Domain Closure Axiom (DCA(DomD)): ∀x : (∨C∈DomD x = C)
Unique Name Axiom (UNA(DomD)):
∧
C 6=C′∈DomD C 6= C ′
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The first-order formalization of the CWA consists of the completeness axioms, the Domain Clo-
sure Axiom and the Unique Name Axiom. Viewing a database as a structure or as a theory under the
CWA is equivalent, as follows from the following well-known proposition:
PROPOSITION 1. Each model ofMst(D) is isomorphic to D.
A database query denotes in each database instance a relation, called its answer. It is natural therefore
to define a query as a symbolic set expression {x¯ | Q} with x¯ a tuple of distinct variables and Q
a first-order formula with free variables among x¯. A query will be denoted more compactly (and
more conventionally) as Q(x¯). The value, also called the answer {x¯ | Q}I of the query in structure
or database I is the relation {d¯ | I[x¯ : d¯] |= Q}. Note that variables xi not occurring in Q are
unconstrained and assume arbitrary values in the query answer. We always assume that all constants
in this query are contained in the domain DomD of the database instance. It follows from the above
proposition that for each query Q(x¯) and ground terms t¯,
D |= Q(t¯) iffMst(D) |= Q(t¯). (1)
The assumption of a finite domain DomD that is given and fixed for the database does not hold
in reality. We come back to this issue in Section 7.
2.2 Local Closed World Assumptions
We now introduce the syntax and semantics of local closed world assumptions.
Definition 3 Local closed world assumption (LCWA). A local closed world assumption (LCWA)
over a vocabulary σD is an expression of the form
LCWA(P (x¯),Ψ[x¯]),
where P ∈Σ is a predicate symbol, called the LCWA’s object and Ψ[x¯], called the LCWA’s window
of expertise, is a first-order formula over σD with free variables among x¯.
The intuitive reading of the expression in Definition 3 is the following: “for all objects x¯ such
that Ψ[x¯] holds in the real world, if an atom of the form P (x¯) is true in the real world, then P (x¯)
occurs in the database”. Note that in P (x¯) the values of the variables x¯ are constrained by Ψ. For
this reason we call Ψ a window of expertise of the predicate P .
Example 5. Some local closed world assumptions for the database of Example 3:
(1) The expression LCWA(Dept(x, d)), d = CS) states that the database contains all members of
computer science. That is, for every member m of that department, the table DeptD contains
the tuple (Cm, CS) where the constant Cm is the name of m.
(2) The expression LCWA(Tel(x, y), Dept(x,CS)) states that all phone numbers of all members
of the computer science department are known and occur in the database. That is, for every
phone number n owned by a member m of CS, the atom Tel(Cm, n) appears in the database.
(3) LCWA(Tel(x, y), x = LD) expresses that D contains all phone numbers of Lien Desmet.
Basically, a local closed world assumption states a logical relationship between a database relation
and facts of the real world, and hence, its meaning depends on the database. For a given database,
this relationship can be expressed by a first-order formula.
Definition 4 Semantics of a LCWA. Let θ = LCWA(P (x¯),Ψ[x¯]) be a local closed world as-
sumption and D a database over database schema Σ. The extended relational formula of θ in D is
the formula
MD(θ) = ∀x¯ :
(
Ψ[x¯] ⊃ (P (x¯) ⊃ (P (x¯) ∈ D))).
A σD-structure M is a model of θ iff M is a modelMD(θ).
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Observe that the extended relational formula of a local closed world assumption contains the
subformula P (x¯) ∈ D that depends on the database. We cannot characterize its meaning in a
way that is independent of the content of the database. Stated differently, a change in the database
modifies the extended relational formula of a local closed world assumption. It follows that a local
closed world assumption is a non-monotonic construct.
Example 6. Given the expression LCWA(Tel(x, y), x = LD), the database of Example 3 im-
plies that 016311560 is not a phone numbers of Lien Desmet, whereas the updated database obtained
by adding Tel(LD, 016311560), implies that 016311560 is a phone number of Lien Desmet.
Example 7. Applying Definition 4 on the LCWA of Item (2) of Example 5, one obtains
MD(θ) = ∀x : ∀y :
(
Dept(x,CS) ⊃ (Tel(x, y) ⊃(
(x = LD ∧ y = 6531421) ∨ (x = LD ∧ y = 0923314) ∨
(x = BD ∧ y = 5985625) ∨ (x = TD ∧ y = 5845213)))).
Since Dept(LD,CS) does not hold, this simplifies to the following formula.
∀x : ∀y :
(
Dept(x,CS) ⊃ (Tel(x, y) ⊃ (x = BD∧y = 5985625)∨ (x = TD∧y = 5845213))
)
Two extreme cases of local closed world assumptions are the following:
—LCWA with window of expertise that contains all tuples of the domain: LCWA(P (x¯), t). This
LCWA expresses that when P (x¯) is true in the real world, it belongs to the database. In other
words, D in this case has complete knowledge on P .
—LCWA with empty window of expertise: LCWA(P (x¯), f). This LCWA does not express any
closure. In fact,MD(LCWA(P (x¯), f)) is tautologically true.
A useful modularity property of the local closed world assumption is that a finite set of LCWA
expressions for the same object predicate can be composed into one (disjunctive) LCWA expression
for the same predicate. Conversely, one may split a LCWA with a disjunctive window of expertise
over the disjunction and preserve equivalence. This is expressed in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2. Let θ = LCWA(P (x¯),∨ni=1 Ψi[x¯]) and θi = LCWA(P (x¯),Ψi[x¯]), i =
1, . . . , n. Then {θ} and {θ1, . . . , θn} are equivalent in every database D, i.e., MD(θ) and∧n
i=1MD(θi) are equivalent for every D.
PROOF. Indeed,
n∧
j=1
MD(θj) ≡
n∧
j=1
∀x¯ :
(
Ψj [x¯] ⊃
(
P (x¯) ⊃ (P (x¯) ∈ PD)))
≡ ∀x¯ :
( n∨
j=1
Ψj [x¯] ⊃
(
P (x¯) ⊃ (P (x¯) ∈ PD))) ≡MD(θ).
We therefore assume without a loss of generality that each predicate symbol in Σ is the object of
exactly one LCWA expression (possibly LCWA(P [x¯], f)). For a predicate P , ΨP will denote the
window of expertise of P in this combined LCWA.
2.3 Locally Closed Databases
Definition 5 Locally closed database. A locally closed database D with schema Σ is a pair
(D,L) of a database instance D with schema Σ and a finite set L of local closed world assump-
tions, such that DomD, the domain of D, contains all constants in L. We denote σD = σD and
DomD = DomD.
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Thus, a locally closed database contains a standard database instance but this structure will not be
the only model of the database.
Definition 6 Base predicates. The base predicates of a locally closed database D = (D,L) are
t, f and all predicates P such that L contains the local closed world assumption LCWA(P (x¯), t).
In the examples below, we will often use domain independent predicates such as = and arithmeti-
cal relations <,>,≤,≥. For the sake of simplicity, we assume here that these predicates are base
predicates of the database. Thus, for each one of these predicates, L contains the local closed world
assumption expressing complete knowledge on it, and D contains a (finite) database relation repre-
senting the (projection of the) predicate in DomD. In particular, D contains the identity relation on
DomD as a relation for =, and the projections of the standard natural number relations onto the set
of natural numbers in the domain ofD. For instance,<D is {(n,m) | n,m ∈ DomD∩N∧n < m}.
This approach is not complication-free. Certain queries may have unintended answers when solved
with respect to these projected relations. For instance, the query x < 100 would return the numbers
less than hundred that occur inDomD, which is potentially different than the numbers less than 100.
In Section 7, we investigate additional conditions on queries and DomD that guarantee correctness.
A model M of a locally closed database D = (D,L) is a Herbrand σD-structure satisfying each
atom A ∈ D and each θ ∈ L. To formalize the semantics of a locally closed database D in a
way similar to the semantics of standard databases as given in Definition 2, we replace the database
completeness axioms by the extended relational theory of the local closed world axioms.
Definition 7M(D). Let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database over Σ. The extended rela-
tional theory of D is a setM(D) of formulas, consisting of the axioms for the built-in predicates
and the following sentences:
Soundness:
∧
A∈D A
Local Completeness:
∧
θ∈LMD(θ).
Domain Closure Axiom (DCA(DomD)): ∀x : (∨C∈DomD x = C)
Unique Name Axiom (UNA(DomD)):
∧
C 6=C′∈DomD C 6= C ′
We denote by M |= D that M is a model of D. If every model of D is also a model of a formula
ϕ, we say that D entails ϕ (or ϕ follows from D), and denote this by D |= ϕ. In general, the theory
M(D) of D expresses incomplete knowledge about the real world. Thus, in general, it has several
(non-isomorphic) models (and the actual world corresponds to one of those models).
We now discuss the basic semantic properties of locally closed databases. The first proposition
shows that such a database is equivalent to its extended relational theory.
PROPOSITION 3. Each model ofM(D) isomorphic to a model of D and vice versa each model
of D is a model ofM(D).
PROOF. By the fact thatM(D) contains UNA(DomD) and DCA(DomD).
We therefore have the following generalization, for locally closed databases, of the formula (1):
D |= Q(t¯) iffM(D) |= Q(t¯). (2)
Since the number of Herbrand models ofM(D) is finite and all of them can be computed, query
answering is decidable. Of course, the naive method of generating all models and computing answers
to queries in all models is impractical. In general, the number of models may be very high and is
bounded by 2|HB(σD)|. Thus, this number may be exponential in the size of DomD, the number of
relation symbols of Σ and double exponential in the maximal arity of these symbols. We study the
complexity of query answering and provide smarter methods in the following sections.
For standard databases, the structure D was the only model ofMst(D). In the context of locally
closed databases, this property is lost but we maintain the following weaker version:
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PROPOSITION 4. A locally closed database D = (D,L) is consistent, and D is its least model.
PROOF. Clearly, D satisfies D and since each (Herbrand) model M of D satisfies all atoms of D,
D ⊆M .
2.4 Relationship to CWA and OWA
Next we show that our concept of locally closed databases is a generalization of both relational
databases with the open world assumption (OWA) and of relational databases with Reiter’s closed
world assumption (CWA).
PROPOSITION 5. A locally closed database D = (D, ∅) corresponds to the database D under
the OWA [Abiteboul and Duschka 1998; Grahne 2002].
PROOF. In both cases the database is totally incomplete, consisting only of the elements in the
database instance.
We will call this an open database. Equivalently, an open database can be represented by the
locally closed database (D, {LCWA(P (x¯), f) | P ∈ Σ}) containing the LCWA with the empty
(false) window of expertise for each predicate in Σ.
PROPOSITION 6. For a database instance D, let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database in
which L = {LCWA(P (x¯), t) | P ∈ Σ}. ThenMst(D) andM(D) are equivalent.
PROOF. By Definitions 2 and 7, as for each predicate P occurring in D,MD(LCWA(P (x), t))
is equivalent to the database completeness assumption regarding P .
2.5 Relation to Levy’s Approach
We now establish the relationship between our approach and Levy’s original idea about represent-
ing partial completeness in database systems [Levy 1996]. In Levy’s terminology, a locally closed
database is called a partial database. Just like in our case, it consists of a database instance and
a set of local closed world assumptions, called local completeness expressions. To formalize the
semantics of such an expression, Levy distinguishes between two sets of relations, virtual and avail-
able. The virtual relations R represent the predicates in the real world, while the available relations
R′ represent the database tables. Local closed world assumptions are represented in a database
notation by expressions of the form LC(R′, R, C), where R′ and R are respectively available and
virtual relations, and C – the constraint in Levy’s terminology – is a conjunction of virtual atoms not
includingR with free variables x¯ and y¯ where x¯ is a tuple of variables standing forR’s attributes par-
ticipating in the constraint and y¯ a tuple of variables standing for the attributes of the other relations
participating in the constraint.
Using Levy’s original example, a statement that a database about movies is complete for all the
movies after 1965, is represented by
LC(Movie′,Movie, year > 1965).
Here,Movie is a database predicate with attributes (Title,Director, Y ear) and year is the variable
standing for the attribute Year. Translated in the logical notation of this paper, this yields
LCWA(Movie(t, d, y), y > 1965).
Interpreting Levy’s semantics for partial databases in the setting of this paper, he defines a model of a
partial database D with local completeness expressions (LCE) LC(R′, R, C(x¯, y¯)) as any structure
M with the domain of D such that for each virtual predicate R, RD = (R′)M ⊆ RM and M |=
∀x¯z¯ : (∃y¯ : C(x¯, y¯) ⊃ (R(x¯, z¯) ⊃ R′(x¯, z¯))). Thus, such a model represents both a possible state
of the world (in the virtual predicates) and an image of the database (in the available predicates).
Hence, the extended relational theory of a partial database D = (D,L) with L a set of LCE’s can
be formalized by the following theoryM′(D):
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Definition of available predicates.
∧
P∈Σ ∀x¯ : (P ′(x¯)↔ P (x¯)∈D)
Soundness.
∧
P∈Σ ∀x¯ : (P ′(x¯) ⊃ P (x¯))
LCE.
∧
LC(P ′(x¯,z¯),P (x¯,z¯),C[x¯,y¯])∈ L ∀x¯z¯ : (∃y¯ : C(x¯, y¯) ⊃ (P (x¯, z¯) ⊃ P ′(x¯, z¯)))
Domain Closure Axiom. (DCA(DomD)): ∀x : (∨C∈DomD x = C)
Unique Name Axiom. (UNA(DomD)):
∧
C 6=C′∈DomD C 6= C ′
The lines above represent, respectively, the content of the database D by available predicates P ′,
the soundness of the database, the meaning of the local completeness expressions, and the database
domain. Note that, here, by introducing the available predicates representing the database tables, all
axioms except the definition of these available predicates are database independent.
We now show that the semantics of partial databases and of locally closed databases coincides.
NOTATION 2. Let M be a model and σ a vocabulary; M |σ denotes the projection of M on the
symbols of σ.
Definition 8 Equivalence of theories. Let σ ⊆ σ1 ∩ σ2. We say that theories T1 over σ1, and T2
over σ2 are equivalent in σ, if for each σ1-model M of T1, there is a σ2-model N of T2 such that
M |σ = N |σ , and vice versa.
PROPOSITION 7. For each locally closed database D over Σ, it holds thatM(D) andM′(D)
are equivalent in Σ.
PROOF. By substituting P (x¯)∈D for P ′(x¯) in the soundness formula (second line) and simplify-
ing the resulting formula, we can obtain
∧
A∈D A. By substituting P (x¯)∈D for P ′(x¯) and Ψ[x¯, z¯]
for ∃y¯ : C(x¯, y¯) in the sentences formalizing the LCE’s, we obtain ∧θ∈LMD(θ). The resulting
formula is nothing else thanM(D) augmented with an explicit definition of the predicates P ′. The
latter predicates have no further occurrences except in their definitions. It follows that this formula
is equivalent in Σ toM(D), and so the proposition follows.
With this syntactic and semantic machinery in order, Levy studies the problem of deciding whether
a partial database has sufficient information to be able to solve a query in a complete way, that is:
whether the answers for a query computed from the database, are exactly those that are true in the
real world. In this paper we will refer to this problem as deciding closed world information (CWI) on
a query (see Definition 10). Levy tackles this problem by reducing it to the problem of determining
independence of queries from updates. Exploiting results on the latter problem, he is able to show
decidability of the former for certain subclasses of his formalism.
Apart from the (innocent) difference that we use logical notations rather than Levy’s database
notations, we will study different tasks, in particular query answering, also when there is no CWI
on a query. Moreover, our LCWA’s with first-order windows of expertise are more expressive than
those in the formalism of Levy and in other work on partial completeness in database systems (see
Section 6). Arguably, a complete logical treatment of the problem at hand should go beyond such
syntactical restrictions.
2.6 Some Further Representation Considerations
We conclude this section with briefly recalling some extensions that are discussed in more detail in
[Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2005].
LCWA with Multiple Objects. LCWA’s can share the same window of expertise. One can extend
the notion of LCWA with expressions of the form θ = LCWA({P1(x¯1), . . . , Pn(x¯n)}, Ψ[x¯]). Such
an expression is a compact way of expressing the set of LCWA’s LCWA(Pi(x¯i),∃x¯ \ x¯i : Ψ[x¯]).
LCWA with Several Databases. Instead of a single database D, multiple databases D1, D2, . . .
can be involved in which case a particular closed world assumption can be with regard to some
subset of the databases. That makes it worthwhile to add an extra argument to an LCWA and to have
expressions of the form θ = LCWA({D1, . . . , Dn}, P (x¯),Ψ[x¯]). The meaning is a straightforward
generalization of the original meaning where P (x¯) ∈ D) is replaced by P (x¯) ∈ ⋃ni=1Di).
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LCWA and the Soundness Assumption. A common, implicit assumption about our notion of lo-
cally closed databases is that they are sound, that is: database instances do not contain erroneous
information. As pointed out in [Levy 1996], it is easy to dualize the concept of locally closed
databases to the concept of locally sound databases. Such an assumption can be elegantly formal-
ized using a formula that resembles the LCWA. Indeed, a local soundness assumption for P under
Ψ is obtained from the meaning of LCWA(P (x),Ψ[x]), i.e.,
∀x¯ :
(
Ψ[x] ⊃ (P (x) ⊃ (P (x) ∈ PD)))
by switching the subformulas of the right implication:
∀x¯ :
(
Ψ[x] ⊃ ((P (x) ∈ PD) ⊃ P (x))).
Unconditional soundness of the database is obtained by replacing Ψ by the propositional constant t.
This is equivalent to the soundness formula
∧
A∈D A in Definition 7.
Bibliographic Note. Definitions 3 and 4 are simplifications of those in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al.
2005] to LCWAs with a single predicate object. The results in Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are either
presented in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2005] or are a simplification of similar results in that paper. The
relation between the LCWA and Levy’s approach is not discussed elsewhere.
3. QUERY ANSWERING IN LOCALLY CLOSED DATABASES
So far, we have described how to represent partial completeness in databases. We now turn to rea-
soning with this kind of databases, that is: query answering in locally closed databases. In this
section, we formally define this problem and the related problem of determining complete infor-
mation on queries. The computational complexity of these problems is investigated with respect
to DomD, the finite domain of the database. The intractability results that are obtained motivate
the work in later sections where efficient approximate methods underestimating certain answers and
overestimating possible answers are developed as well as conditions under which these approximate
methods produce complete answers.
3.1 Query Answering and Complete Information on Queries
Definition 9 Certain and possible answers. Let Γ be a first-order theory over a vocabulary σ,
Q(x¯) a query over σ and t¯ a tuple of constants.
—t¯ is a certain answer in Γ for Q(x¯), if Γ |= Q(t¯).
—t¯ is a possible answer in Γ for Q(x¯), if Γ ∪ {Q(t¯)} is satisfiable (equivalently, if Γ 6|= ¬Q(t¯).)
In the sequel, given a theory Γ we denote by CertΓ(Q(x¯)) the set of certain answers of Q(x¯) in
Γ and by PossΓ(Q(x¯)) the set of possible answers of Q(x¯) in Γ. Where Γ isM(D), the extended
relational theory of D, we simply write CertD(Q(x¯)) and PossD(Q(x¯)).
The following straightforward proposition shows that base predicates in a locally closed database
behave as standard database predicates.
PROPOSITION 8. Let Q(x¯) be a query containing only base predicates of D. Then:
CertD(Q(x¯)) = PossD(Q(x¯)) = {d¯ | D |= Q(d¯)}.
Another interesting problem for a query Q(x¯) in a locally closed database D is whether D has
complete knowledge on Q(x¯). The idea of complete information on queries has also been called
Closed World Information (CWI) on a query, and it was used by Levy [Levy 1996] in the context
of incomplete databases. In [Etzioni et al. 1997], this notion is considered in the context of logical
agents. It can be defined as follows:
Definition 10 closed world information, CWI. A locally closed database D over Σ has closed
world information on a query Q(x¯) if for each tuple t¯ of constants in DomD, either D |= Q(t¯) or
D |= ¬Q(t¯).
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Obviously, when D has complete information about Q(x¯) then certain and possible answers co-
incide, i.e., CertD(Q(x¯)) = PossD(Q(x¯)). Such queries are of practical importance, since there
is no uncertainty on their answers.
PROPOSITION 9. D conveys CWI on query Q(x¯) iff
CertD(Q(x¯)) = PossD(Q(x¯)) = {d¯ | D |= Q(d¯)}.
PROOF. Since D is a model of D, the following equation holds:
{d¯ | D |= Q(d¯)} ⊆ PossD(Q(x¯)) = CertD(Q(x¯)) ⊆ {d¯ | D |= Q(d¯)}.
By Proposition 9 it follows that queries with CWI can be answered directly in the database D.
This was Levy’s motivation to study CWI.
Note 1. Observe that the LCWA and CWI are related concepts that capture different phenomena.
The LCWA expresses completeness of a part of a database table in a relational database, while the
CWI identifies completeness of a query posed to the database.
Frequently, LCWA’s induce CWI on queries. For example, a locally closed databaseD = (D,L),
such that LCWA(P (x), x= a)∈L, conveys CWI on P (a), no matter what D is. As the following
proposition shows, this observation can be generalized.
PROPOSITION 10. If θ = LCWA(P (x¯),Ψ[x¯]) is an LCWA of D and, for some formula Φ[x¯], D
conveys CWI on Φ[x¯] ∧ Ψ[x¯], then D conveys CWI on the queries Φ[x¯] ∧ Ψ[x¯] ∧ (¬)P (x¯), where
(¬)P (x¯) denotes the positive or negative literal containing P (x¯).
PROOF. Since we have CWI on the first part of the formula, it holds that for each tuple t¯ of
DomD, the sentence Φ[t¯] ∧ Ψ[t¯] is either false in all models of D or true in all of them. In the first
case, Φ[t¯] ∧ Ψ[t¯] ∧ (¬)P (t¯) is also false in all models of D and D |= ¬(Φ[t¯] ∧ Ψ[t¯] ∧ (¬)P (t¯)),
so CWI holds in this case. In the second case, Ψ[t¯], the window of expertise is true and we have
complete information about P (t¯) and either D |= P (t¯) or D |= ¬P (t¯). Hence either D |= Φ[t¯] ∧
Ψ[t¯] ∧ (¬)P (t¯) or D |= ¬(Φ[t¯] ∧Ψ[t¯] ∧ (¬)P (t¯)) and CWI also holds in this case.
Note 2. In relation to proposition 10, we note the following:
(1) For the case that Φ[x¯] = t, the proposition implies that CWI holds for Ψ[x¯]∧(¬)P (x¯) whenever
CWI holds for the window of expertise Ψ[x¯] of predicate P . This is the case when the window
of expertise contains only base predicates.
(2) The condition that D should have CWI on Φ[x¯] ∧ Ψ[x¯] is necessary. Assume that D contains
LCWA(P (x), Q(x)) and no LCWA for Q. Clearly, there is no CWI on the query Q(x)∧P (x).
For example, if Q(c) 6∈ D, then c ∈ PossD(Q(x) ∧ P (x)) \ CertD(Q(x) ∧ P (x)), whether
P (c) ∈ D or not.
The next proposition shows that the class of queries with CWI is closed under certain operations.
PROPOSITION 11. Let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database and Ψ[x¯],Φ[y¯] be queries on
which D conveys CWI. Then D conveys CWI on ¬Ψ[x¯],Ψ[x¯] ∧ Φ[y¯], Ψ[x¯] ∨ Φ[y¯], and, when x ∈ x¯
and x¯′ = x¯ \ {x}, on (∃x : Ψ)[x¯′] and (∀x : Ψ)[x¯′].
PROOF. As an example we prove the case of (∃x : Ψ)[x¯′] (assuming that CWI exists for Ψ[x¯]).
Let t¯′ be a tuple of terms of the size of x¯′ and assume that D 6|= (∃x : Ψ)[t¯′]. Then, for some model
M of D, we have M 6|= (∃x : Ψ)[t¯′], or equivalently, M |= (∀x : ¬Ψ)[t¯′]. Thus, for all c ∈ DomD,
M |= ¬Ψ[(t¯′, c)]. Since there is CWI for the query Ψ[x¯], there is CWI for ¬Ψ[x¯] as well. Therefore,
for all models N of D, for all c ∈ DomD, we have N |= ¬Ψ[(t¯′, c)], from which it follows that
D |= (∀x : ¬Ψ)[t¯′], or equivalently, D |= ¬(∃x : Ψ)[t¯′] and CWI holds for the latter query.
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Example 8. Consider the following set of local closed world assumptions:
L =
{
LCWA(P1(x), t) LCWA(P2(x), t) LCWA(Q(x), P1(x) ∧ P2(x))
LCWA(Q(x), S(x)) LCWA(S(x), Q(x)) LCWA(R(x), Q(x))
}
By the last proposition, some of the formulas to whichM(D,L) determines CWI can be inductively
defined by the following stages:
(1) (¬)P1(x), (¬)P2(x),
(2) P1(x) ∧ P2(x), (¬)P1(x) ∧ P2(x), P1(x) ∧ (¬)P2(x), (¬)P1(x) ∧ (¬)P2(x).
(3) (¬)Q(x) ∧ P1(x) ∧ P2(x),
(4) (¬)S(x) ∧Q(x) ∧ P1(x) ∧ P2(x) and so forth.
3.2 Complexity Results
In this section, we investigate the data complexity of querying locally closed databases over a vo-
cabulary σ. First, we identify a useful tractable class. An n-ary query Q(x¯) is called monotone, if
for each pair I, I ′ such that DomI = DomI
′
, CI = CI
′
for each C ∈ C(σ) and P I ⊆ P I′ for each
n-ary predicate P ∈ R(σ), it holds that Q(d¯)I 6 Q(d¯)I′ , for all tuples d¯ ∈ (DomD)n.
PROPOSITION 12. Let D be a locally closed database. For every monotone query Q(x¯) of arity
n, CertD(Q(x¯)), i.e., the set {d¯ ∈ (DomD)n | D |= Q(d¯)}, is equal to {d¯ ∈ (DomD)n | D |=
Q(d¯)}. Moreover, this set can be computed in polynomial time in the size of the data.
PROOF. Consider a tuple d¯ such that D |= Q(d¯)}. Since D is the least model of D and Q is
monotone, it holds that M |= Q(d¯)} for every model M of D, i.e., D |= Q(d¯)} and d¯ is a certain
answer. Polynomial time follows from well-known complexity results of relational calculus query
answering in [Vardi 1982].
Monotone queries include positive queries, i.e., queries in which all database predicates occur
positively, and widely studied classes of queries such as conjunctive queries with inequalities.
In contrast to the last result, in Proposition 13 below we show that query answering in locally
closed databases is in general a computationally hard problem.
Following the usual measure of complexity in databases, the results below are specified in terms
of data complexity, that is, in terms of the size |DomD| of the domain of the database instance
(assuming that all the rest is fixed). Accordingly, we consider the following decision problems:
PossL(Q(x¯)) = {(D, t¯) | t¯ ∈ Poss(D,L)(Q(x¯))},
CertL(Q(x¯)) = {(D, t¯) | t¯ ∈ Cert(D,L)(Q(x¯))}.
The rationale behind the definition of these decision problems is that it seems natural to assume
that local closed world assumptions L, just like integrity constraints, are fairly constant during the
lifetime of a database D compared to the data in D, and that queries do not grow beyond certain
limits. Therefore, we consider the complexity of fixed parameter problems of PossL(Q(x¯)) and
CertL(Q(x¯)), where both L and Q are fixed.
PROPOSITION 13. The decision problem PossL(Q(x¯)) is in NP for all L and Q(x¯) and is NP-
hard for some of them. CertL(Q(x¯)) is in coNP for each L and Q(x¯) and is coNP-hard for some
of them.
PROOF. There is a one-to-one correspondence between models of D and supersets D′ of D sat-
isfying L. An algorithm to check whether t¯ is a possible or certain answer of Q(x¯) in D = (D,L)
is to choose non-deterministically such a superset D′ of D, and check whether D′ satisfies Q(t¯)
and each θ ∈ L. As these checks are polynomial in the size of the domain of D, it follows that
PossL(Q(x¯)) is in NP and CertL(Q(x¯)) is in coNP. Hardness is shown by a reduction from the
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graph kernel problem as follows: let Σ = {Edge/2,Kernel/1, P/1} and consider the following
local closed world assumptions L:{
LCWA(Edge(x, y), t), LCWA(P (c),¬Φ)
}
where Φ is the formula:
∀x : ∀y : (Kernel(x)∧ Kernel(y) ⊃ ¬Edge(x, y)) ∧
∀x : (¬Kernel(x) ⊃ ∃y : (Kernel(y) ∧ Edge(y, x))).
Clearly, Φ expresses that Kernel is a kernel of the graph described by Edge. For a given graph
G, let D be the database with the vertices of G as domain, the edges of G represented by Edge
and KernelD = PD = ∅. It is easy to show that D = (D,L) has a model in which P is a
relation containing c iff G has a kernel. Since deciding whether a graph has a kernel is an NP-
complete problem, deciding whether c is a possible answer to the query P (x) is NP-hard, and
deciding whether c is a certain answer to ¬P (x) is coNP-hard.
Next we examine the complexity of determining CWI. For a given set L of LCWA’s and query
Q(x¯), consider the following decision problem:
CWIL(Q(x¯)) = {D | (D,L) has CWI on Q(x¯)}.
As the following proposition shows, the decision problem whether a locally closed database has
complete knowledge on a given query, is also not tractable:
PROPOSITION 14. The decision problem CWIL(Q(x¯)) is in coNP for each L and Q(x¯), and is
coNP-hard for some of them.
PROOF. Observe that D is a model of D. Therefore, D has CWI on a query Q(x¯) iff for each
model D′ of D, it holds that {t¯ | D′ |= Q(t¯)} = {t¯ | D |= Q(t¯)}. To compute this, we non-
deterministically choose a superset D′ ⊇ D, verify whether each θ ∈ L is satisfied and verify for all
tuples t¯ whetherQ(t¯)D = Q(t¯)D′ ; if a D′ is found for which this does not hold then D has no CWI
on Q(x¯). The second deterministic part of this process is polynomial in the size of D.
What remains to be shown is the existence of co-NP-hard instances for fixed parameters L and
Q(x¯). This follows from the fact that, in the case of the kernel-databases constructed in the proof of
Proposition 13, D has complete information on P (c) iff ¬P (x) has c as a certain answer. The latter
decision problem is coNP-hard.
Proposition 14 gives us the complexity of deciding whether there is CWI on a query Q(x¯) in a
specific databaseD = (D,L). In [Levy 1996], Levy studies a more ambitious problem and presents
an efficient (polynomial) decision procedure for determining whether, for a given set L of local
closed world assumptions and query Q(x¯), there is CWI on Q(x¯) in all locally closed databases
containing L. This decision procedure takes advantage of the fact that Levy’s windows of expertise
are special cases of (positive) conjunctive queries (called by Levy variable-interval queries) and
Q(x¯) is the union of (positive) conjunctive queries. Not surprisingly, such a decision procedure does
not exist for the more expressive formalism of the current paper.
PROPOSITION 15. The question whether all locally closed databases (·,L) convey CWI on a
query Q(x¯) is undecidable.
PROOF. The proof is a variant of the coNP-hardness proof; the main idea is that the problem
at hand can be reduced to the validity checking problem of first-order formulas in the class of fi-
nite structures, and this problem is, by Trakhtenbrot’s theorem, undecidable. Consider a relational
database schema Σ such that P/1 ∈ Σ. TakeQ(x¯) = P (c) andL = {θ}with θ = LCWA(P (c), ϕ),
where ϕ is a sentence not containing P . We observe that ¬ϕ has a finite model iff there exists a
database (D,L) over Σ that has no CWI on P (c). Indeed, if ¬ϕ has a finite model M , then take D
to beM extended with the empty relation for P . Clearly, bothD and the extension ofD in which c is
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added to P ’s table, are models of (D,L), and hence this database has no CWI on P (c). Conversely,
a database (D,L) that has no CWI on P (c) does not contain P (c) but has a finite modelM in which
P (c) is true. This model satisfiesMD(θ) ≡ ϕ ⊃ (P (c) ⊃ P (c) ∈ D), and hence, M |= ¬ϕ. It
follows that there is CWI on P (c) in all databases (D,L) iff ϕ is satisfied in all finite structures. By
Trakhtenbrot’s theorem, this is undecidable (see [Trakhtenbrot 1963]).
So far, the results in this section give little reason for optimism regarding practical applicability
of local closed world assumptions. But, as it turns out, in many applications, there is no need to
have all certain answers to a query; often, it suffices to have a sufficiently large subset of them. For
instance, if a company searches an (incomplete) database for a provider of some urgently required
service, it will be satisfied by finding some candidate providers. Likewise, in many applications, it
would not harm if the answers to a possible query contain a few extra “impossible” elements. This is
the case, for example, when a company wants to advertise one of its services and queries a database
for a group of potential clients. It would not care to receive some additional companies that may not
really be interested in its services. In both of these situations, tractable approximate methods may
be very useful. This is the purpose of the next section.
The other, more conventional approach to the complexity problem is to restrict the expressiveness
of the language so that efficient query processing would be possible. As it turns out, below we
obtain such results as well, though in a slightly indirect way: we will show that for certain classes
of queries and local closed world assumptions, the approximate methods are optimal in the sense
that they compute exactly the certain and possible answers to queries. Thus, these combinations of
queries and local closed world assumptions provide tractable sub-formalisms.
Bibliographical note. The main results in this section have been published before in [Corte´s-
Calabuig et al. 2007] (Propositions 13, 14 and 9) and [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2008] (Propositions 9
and 15). Some proofs however have been rewritten to make them more accessible to the reader.
4. APPROXIMATIVE REASONING
The basic idea of the approximative reasoning is to compute a three-valued structure that provides a
“good” approximation of all models of D and then to evaluate queries with respect to this structure.
In the next sections, we present a (polynomial) algorithm to compute such an approximation and use
it to obtain approximative answers for queries.
We shall then point out to two major weaknesses. The first one is that a naive application of
the algorithm requires to re-compute the approximating structure for each database modification.
To address it, we use fixpoint queries that leave the three-valued approximating structure implicit.
This allows us to compute query answers based on the content of the database together with some
symbolic manipulations on the LCWAs. The second weakness is with respect to the precision of the
approximate reasoning. In Section 5 we address this issue and show that for a broad class of locally
closed databases our methods provide optimal answers that can be obtained in a tractable manner.
4.1 Three-Valued Structures
We first review the needed concepts of three-valued logics. The truth values of the corresponding
three-valued semantics, T HREE = {t, f ,u}, standing for true, false, and unknown, are usually
arranged in two orders: the truth order, 6, which is a linear order in which f 6 u 6 t, and the
precision order 6p, which is a partial order on T HREE , where u is the least element, and t and
f are incomparable maximal elements. The structure of T HREE can be drawn as a double Hasse
diagram (Figure 4.1).
Conjunction in T HREE is defined by the 6-glb (the greatest lower bound according to the truth
order) of this structure; disjunction is defined by the 6-lub (the least upper bound according to the
truth order), and the negation operator is associated with the 6-involution, that is: ¬t = f , ¬f = t,
and ¬u = u. A three-valued relation (of arity n) on some domain Dom is a function from Domn
to T HREE . A three-valued structure K of vocabulary σ consists of a domain DomK, for each
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Fig. 3. Hasse diagram of T HREE
constant or variable symbol C ∈ σ an appropriate domain element CK in DomK, and for each
predicate symbol P a three-valued relation PK on DomK. The predicates t, f and = are interpreted
in the standard way. A structure K is two-valued if u is not in the reach of its relations PK.
The concept of a Herbrand structure generalizes to the three-valued case. An equivalent repre-
sentation of a three-valued Herbrand structure is as a function from the Herbrand base HB(σ), the
set of ground atoms of σ, to T HREE . The collection of three-valued Herbrand interpretations of
σ is denoted Lcσ and its subset of two-valued structures is denoted Lσ . We will drop σ when clear
from the context. On the set Lc, the truth order 6 and precision order 6p are defined by pointwise
extension of the corresponding orders in T HREE , i.e., I 6 J (I 6p J) if for each atom P (a¯) in the
Herbrand base, P (a¯)I 6 P (a¯)J (P (a¯)I 6p P (a¯)J ). In Lc, 6 is a lattice order and 6p is a chain-
complete order7. It is well-known that a monotone operator on a chain-complete poset has a least
fixpoint. This property will be exploited in the following section.
The truth assignment for compound sentences can be extended to three-valued structures in several
ways. In this paper, we will see two of them: the standard Kleene truth assignments and supervalu-
ations (see Note 4 below). The standard Kleene truth assignment [Kleene 1952] is defined through
the same recursive rules as two-valued truth assignment. For instance,
(ψ ∧ φ)K = Min6(ψK, φK);
(¬ψ)K = ¬(ψK);
(∀x : ψ[x])K = Min6{ψ[a]K | a ∈ DomK}.
A well-known and, in this paper, useful result is that Kleene’s truth assignment can be simulated
by two-valued truth assignment.
Definition 11 Simulation. For vocabulary σ, define σ′ as the set of all constant symbols of σ
together with, for each predicate P ∈ R(σ), the predicate symbols P c and P c¬.8
—Let K be a three-valued σ-structure. We say that a two-valued σ′-structure I simulates K, iff K
and I have the same domain and assign the same interpretations to constant symbols, and for each
predicate P ∈ R(σ), (P c)I = {d¯ | PK(d¯) = t} and (P c¬)I = {d¯ | PK(d¯) = f}.
—For any σ-formula ϕ[x¯], let ϕc[x¯] be the formula obtained by substituting P c(t¯) for positive
occurrences of atoms P (t¯) and substituting ¬P c¬(t¯) for negative occurrences of atoms P (t¯),
for all P ∈ R(σ).
The following proposition is well known.
PROPOSITION 16. If I simulates K, then for each formula ϕ[x¯] and suitable tuple of domain
elements d¯, it holds that (ϕ[d¯])K = t iff (ϕc[d¯])I = t and (ϕ[d¯])K = f iff ((¬ϕc[d¯]))I = f .
As a corollary we obtain tractability of three-valued truth evaluation and query answering.
7In a chain complete order, each chain, i.e., each totally ordered subset, has a least upperbound.
8Intuitively, P c stands for certainly P and P c¬ for certainly not P .
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COROLLARY 1. Given a finite three-valued σ-structure K, for each formula ϕ[x¯], the sets {d¯ |
(ϕ[d¯])K = t}, {d¯ | (ϕ[d¯])K = f}, and {d¯ | (ϕ[d¯])K = u} can be computed in polynomial time in
the size of K (and exponential in the size of ϕ).
Note 3. An important property of Kleene’s truth assignment is its 6p-monotonicity. I.e.,
K6pK′ implies that ϕK6p ϕK′ for every sentence ϕ.
Note 4. An alternative truth assignment satisfying the same monotonicity property is superval-
uation [van Fraassen 1966]. The supervaluation svK(ϕ) of a sentence ϕ in a three-valued structure
K is defined as svK(ϕ) = lub6p{ϕM | M ∈ L : K6pM}. It is easy to prove that for each K and
ϕ, ϕK6p svK(ϕ). The price for this augmented precision is complexity: for a given ϕ, deciding
whether svK(ϕ) = t for finite K, is in coNP, and coNP-hard for some ϕ.
4.2 Approximating Theories by Three-Valued Structures
Below, we view a database as a logic theory containing UNA(σ) ∧ DCA(σ). Let σ be a vocabulary
consisting of finitely many predicates and constants.
Definition 12 Optimal approximation, OΓ. Let Γ be a satisfiable theory based on σ containing
UNA(σ)∧DCA(σ).9 We say that a three-valued Herbrand σ-interpretation K approximates Γ (from
below) iff for every two-valued Herbrand model M of Γ, K6pM . The optimal approximation
for Γ is the three-valued Herbrand structure glb6p({M | M |= Γ}) where M ranges over all the
two-valued Herbrand models of Γ. This structure will be denoted OΓ.
Note 5. The structure OΓ is the most precise of all three-valued Herbrand σ-structures approxi-
mating Γ. It is well-defined since the set of its Herbrand models is non-empty and every nonempty
set S ⊆ Lc has a greatest 6p-lower bound.
An obvious alternative characterization of OΓ is given in the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 17. For each ground atom P (a¯) ∈ HB(σ), P (a¯)OΓ = t iff Γ |= P (a¯) and
P (a¯)OΓ = f iff Γ |= ¬P (a¯).
Since all models of a theory containingUNA(σ)∧DCA(σ) are isomorphic to a Herbrand structure,
the following proposition holds.
PROPOSITION 18. Let K be an approximation of Γ. For any sentence ϕ, if ϕK = t, then Γ |= ϕ
and if ϕK = f , then Γ |= ¬ϕ.
The inverse, of course, does not hold, not even when K = OΓ. For a simple example, consider a
vocabulary σ with a predicate symbol P and a constant a and let Γ = ∅. It holds that P (a)O∅ = u.
It also holds that ∅ |= P (a) ∨ ¬P (a) while (P (a) ∨ ¬P (a))O∅ = u. Likewise, it does not suffice
that ϕK = u to guarantee that Γ∪{ϕ} or Γ∪{¬ϕ} is satisfiable. E.g., (P (a)∧¬P (a))O∅ = u, but
this formula is not satisfiable.
Definition 13 Certain and possible answers w.r.t. a 3-valued interpretation. Given a queryQ(x¯)
in σ and a three-valued σ-interpretation K, denote by d¯ a tuple of domain elements.
—d¯ is a certain answer in K for Q(x¯), if Q(d¯)K = t. We denote the set of certain answers by
CertK(Q(x¯)).
—d¯ is a possible answer in K for Q(x¯), if Q(d¯)K ≥ u. We denote the set of possible answers by
PossK(Q(x¯)).
Given that truth values of sentences can be computed in polynomial time, we have the following
tractability result.
9Hence, all its models are (isomorphic to) Herbrand models.
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PROPOSITION 19. For each finite three-valued σ-structure K and a query Q(x¯) over σ, the sets
CertK(Q(x¯)) and PossK(Q(x¯)) are polynomially computable in the size of K (and exponentially
computable in the size of Q(x¯)).
A locally closed database D = (D,L) corresponds to a theory M(D) which is satisfiable and
includes UNA(σD) ∧ DCA(σD). In what follows, by an approximation K of D, we mean a three-
valued structureK that approximatesM(D). As a corollary to the Notes 3 and 5, and Proposition 18,
we have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 20. Let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database and K an approximation of D.
It holds that
CertK(Q(x¯)) ⊆ CertOM(D)(Q(x¯)) ⊆ CertD(Q(x¯)) ⊆
PossD(Q(x¯)) ⊆ PossOM(D)(Q(x¯)) ⊆ PossK(Q(x¯)).
It thus appears that an approximationK ofD allows us to compute an underestimate of the certain
answers and an overestimate of the possible answers of a query, in polynomial time. From these
results it is clear that a tractable method to compute three-valued approximations produces a tractable
sound approximative query answering method. Such a method is provided in the next section.
In the same spirit, an approximationK ofD gives us also a tractable, sound but incomplete method
to verify CWI for queries. Indeed, by Proposition 9 it follows that:
PROPOSITION 21. Let K be an approximation of D. D has CWI on Q(x¯) if CertK(Q(x¯)) =
PossK(Q(x¯)).
Given K, testing whether CertK(Q(x¯)) = PossK(Q(x¯)) amounts to check whether {d¯ ∈
HUn|Q(d¯)K = u} is empty. This can be done in polynomial time in the size of the database.
4.3 Constructing Approximations by Fixpoint Computations
Let D be a locally closed database with a domain Dom = C(σD). In order to construct a three-
valued approximation for D, we first introduce a fixpoint operator on Lc, the set of three-valued
Herbrand structures with domain Dom.
Definition 14 The operator AppD . The operatorAppD : Lc → Lc maps a three-valued structure
K to K′ = AppD(K) such that, for every predicate P of Σ and every tuple d¯:
P (a¯)K
′
=

t if P (d¯) ∈ D,
f if P (d¯) /∈ D and there exists LCWA(P (x¯),ΨP [x¯]) ∈ L
such that ΨP [d¯]K = t,
u otherwise.
The idea for constructing an approximation of D is to start from the structure with total ignorance
(the valuation K⊥ that assigns u to every ground atom), and to iterate AppD, thereby gradually
extending the definite knowledge using the database and its LCWAs.
PROPOSITION 22. AppD is a6p-monotone operator on the chain complete poset Lc, thus it has
a 6p-least fixpoint. Moreover, the least fixpoint can be computed in polynomial time in the size of
the database (although exponential in the size of the windows of expertise).
PROOF. It is straightforward to verify that AppD is 6p-monotone. By (an extension of) the
well-known Knaster-Tarski theorem, it follows that the sequence of three-valued structures, starting
with the least precise structure and constructed by iterating AppD is monotonically increasing in
precision and reaches AppD’s 6p-least precise fixpoint. Polynomial complexity follows from the
fact that per application of the operator, the number of queries to be solved is polynomial in the size
of the database and each query can be solved in polynomial time, while the number of iterations is
at most polynomial in the size of the database.
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Definition 15 The 3-valued interpretation CD . The three-valued interpretation that is the 6p-
least fixpoint of AppD is denoted as CD.
PROPOSITION 23. For base predicates P , it holds that P CD = PD.
Example 9. Below are some examples of computing CD.
(1) Consider D = ∅, DomD = {a}, and θ1 = LCWA(P (x), R(x)). In the first iteration, none
of the first two rules of the operator apply: the first one is not applicable since the database
is empty; the second because P (a)’s window of expertise R(a) does not evaluate to t. As a
consequence, R(a)CD=u and P (a)CD=u.
(2) Consider D=∅, DomD = {a}, θ1 =LCWA(Q(x), t), and θ2 =LCWA(P (x),¬Q(x)). In the
first iteration, the windows of expertise of Q(a) is true and D is empty, hence the second rule
applies and we derive Q(a)CD = f . In the second iteration, the window of expertise of P (a)
holds, and the second rule yields P (a)CD= f . Here, a fixpoint is reached.
(3) Consider again the database of Example 1 and the first two LCWA expressions of Example 5:
LCWA(Dept(x, y), y=CS). In the first iteration, we obtain that Dept(a, b)CD = t for all the
tuples (a, b) in DeptD. In the second iteration, we can derive that Dept(a,CS)CD = f for all
a 6∈ {BD,TD}. For the remaining tuples (a, b) not covered by the previous two cases, we have
Dept(a, b)CD=u.
The following theorem shows that CD is a sound approximation of D.
THEOREM 1 SOUNDNESS. CD approximates D.
PROOF. For each Herbrand model M of D, we have to show that CD6pM . According to the
definition of AppD, any true atom in AppD(M) belongs to the database and hence is true in M . By
the same definition, an atom P (d¯), false in AppD(M) does not belong to the database; moreover,
ΨP [d¯] is true in M . Since M satisfies the local closed world assumption, P (d¯) is also false in M .
Hence AppD(M)6pM and M is a prefixpoint of AppD. Since CD is the least fixpoint of AppD, it
is also the least prefixpoint, and hence CD6pM .
As a corollary to Proposition 20, we obtain the soundness theorem of the approximate method.
COROLLARY 2. For any locally closed database D = (D,L), it holds that
CertCD(Q(x¯)) ⊆ CertD(Q(x¯)) ⊆ PossD(Q(x¯)) ⊆ PossCD(Q(x¯)).
The previous results give us a tractable method for computing possible and certain answers to
queries: by first computing CD and then evaluating queries against it. The latter can be implemented
using standard techniques from databases, by transforming queries and solving them in a database
simulating CD, as explained in Proposition 16. Since the transformed query has the same size as the
original query, there is no loss of efficiency compared to standard (two-valued) database querying.
By application of Proposition 9, we also obtain a tractable approximate method for checking CWI.
Tractability, however, has a price. As the following examples shows, by applying this method, in
certain cases, we lose accuracy.
Example 10. Let us compare CD and OD of D = (D,L) where D = ∅, DomD = {a}, θ =
LCWA(Q(x), P (x)∨¬P (x)). This database has models in which P (a) is true and others in which
P (a) is false but, because of its LCWA, Q(a) is false in all of them. Thus P (a)OD = u and
Q(a)OD = f . However, since P (a)∨¬P (a) evaluates to u in each structureK for which P (a)K = u,
we have that Q(a)CD = u. The answer for the query ¬Q in CD is u, while it is t when posed with
respect to D or OD.
In Section 5, the loss of accuracy and when it can be prevented will be studied in more detail.
But we first address an important drawback of the approach, the need to recompute CD each time the
database changes.
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4.4 Simulating Approximate Query Answering by Fixpoint Queries
The recomputation of CD after each update of D in the locally closed database D = (D,L) over
Σ can be (partially) avoided by using fixpoint formulas or Datalog programs that symbolically de-
scribe the construction of CD. Using these expressions, certain or possible answers to queries can be
computed by transforming the query into a fixpoint query or in a query with respect to some Datalog
program. Running the resulting query directly against D avoids the explicit construction of CD.
We will represent a query for certain or possible answers by a fixpoint expression in the logic
LFPsimult of simultaneous fixpoints [Libkin 1995]. For reasons of clarity, we use a slightly unusual
notation for such expressions and write them in the form of
[lfpRi,∆](t¯)
where t¯ is a tuple of terms of length ni, Ri is a predicate variable of arity ni and ∆ is a collection of
rules
{∀x¯j : Rj(x¯j)← ϕj [x¯j ] | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
where each ϕj is an arbitrary first-order formula over Σ∪ {R1, . . . , Rn}, R1, . . . , Rn are predicate
variables with only positive occurrences in ϕj , and the arity of each Rj is nj , the length of x¯j10.
We now extend the two-valued truth assignment to fixpoint expressions. Let I be a σD-structure
and [lfpRi,∆](t¯) a fixpoint expression without free variables (but possibly containing domain ele-
ments of I). We define ([lfpRi,∆](t¯))
I = t iff t¯I ∈ Ri, where Ri is the i’th argument in the least
fixpoint (R1, . . . ,Rn) of the operator Γ∆,I associated to ∆ and I . The operator Γ∆,I operates on
tuples (S1, . . . , Sn) of relations of arity n1, . . . , nn and such that Γ∆,I(S1, . . . , Sn) = (S′1, . . . , S
′
n)
for
S′i = {d¯ | I[R1 : S1, . . . , Rn : Sn] |= ϕi[d¯]}.
Here, I[R1 : S1, . . . , Rn : Sn] denotes the structure extending I by interpreting each Ri by Si. The
defined operator is indeed a monotone lattice operator and its least fixpoint is well-defined.
It is worth noting that ∆ is an extended Datalog program as defined in [Van Gelder 1993] or
a positive definition as defined in FO[ID] [Denecker and Ternovska 2004] and that its semantics,
i.e., its least fixpoint, coincides with the well-founded model of ∆. In Datalog, the fixpoint query
[lfpRi,∆](t¯) would be posed as the query Ri(t¯) with respect to the Datalog program ∆.
In the context of I , the collection of rules ∆ co-inductively defines the tuple (R′1, . . . ,R′n) as the
greatest fixpoint of Γ∆. A greatest fixpoint expression is of the form
[gfpRi,∆](t¯).
If [gfpRi,∆](t¯) contains no free variables, we have ([gfpRi,∆](t¯))
I = t if t¯I ∈ R′i.
Least fixpoints and greatest fixpoints are connected through a duality result. Given the set ∆,
define ∆′ as the collection of rules
{∀x¯j : R′j(x¯j)← ϕ′j [x¯j ] | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
where, ϕ′j [x¯i] denotes the formula obtained from ¬ϕj [x¯j ] by replacing each occurrence of an atom
Ri(t¯) by ¬R′i(t¯). The formulas ϕ′j are positive in the R′k’s. It is well known that for (R1, . . . ,Rn)
the least fixpoint of Γ∆, and for (R′1, . . . ,R′n) the greatest fixpoint of Γ∆′ , the relations Ri,R′i are
complements. It follows that [lfpRi,∆](t¯) and ¬[gfpR′i,∆′ ](t¯) are logically equivalent.
We now proceed with formalizing approximate queries using such fixpoint queries. Assume that
the database schema Σ contains predicates P1, . . . , Pn. For each of these predicate symbols, we
10In the standard notation of LFPsimult, the fixpoint expression [lfpRi,∆](t¯) would be denoted
[lfpR1(x¯1),...,Rn(x¯n)(ϕ1[x¯1], . . . , ϕn[x¯n]), Ri](t¯), denoting that t¯ belongs to relation Ri where R1, . . . , Rn are
defined by simultaneous monotone induction by the formulas ϕ1, . . . , ϕn respectively. Both notations are syntactic variants.
The rule notation is more convenient for linking predicates and the formulas defining them and, more importantly, for
showing the close relationship to Datalog.
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introduce four new predicate variables P ci , P
p
i , P
c¬
i and P
p¬
i of the same arity as Pi, to represent the
information about Pi that is present in the least fixpoint CD: P ci and P pi for respectively the certain
and the possible tuples of Pi and P c¬i and P
p¬
i for respectively the tuples that certainly and possibly
do not belong to Pi. Along this intuition, it is clear that P
p
i and P
c¬
i , respectively P
c
i and P
p¬
i
represent each others complements.
To each formula Ψ with predicate symbols among P1, . . . , Pn, we associate two formulas, repre-
senting the certain instances and the possible instances of the formula when interpreted as a query:
—Ψc is the formula obtained by substituting P ci (t¯) for each positive occurrence of Pi(t¯) in Ψ, and
substituting ¬P c¬i (t¯) for each negative occurrence of Pi(t¯) in Ψ. As mentioned in Proposition 16,
this formula can be used to compute three-valued answers for Ψ.
—Ψp is, inversely, the formula obtained by substituting P pi (t¯) for each positive occurrence of Pi(t¯)
in Ψ, and substituting ¬P p¬i (t¯) for each negative occurrence of Pi(t¯) in Ψ.
Observe that Ψc contains only predicate variables of the form P ci and P
c¬
i , and Ψ
p only P pi (t¯) and
P p¬i (t¯) and that both Ψ
c and Ψp contain only positive occurrences of the new predicate variables.
Definition 16 Certain rules, ∆cQ,L . Let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database over Σ and
Q(x¯) a query. In addition to the predicate variables P ci and P c¬i , we introduce two extra predicate
variables Qc and Qc¬ with arity the number of free variables of Q(x¯) and define the set of certain
rules ∆cQ,L as the following collection of rules:
—two rules for the query:
Qc(x¯)← Q(x¯)c
Qc¬(x¯)← (¬Q(x¯))c
—for each database predicate Pi, two rules:
P ci (x¯i)← Pi(x¯i)
P c¬i (x¯i)← ¬Pi(x¯i) ∧ (ΨPi [x¯i])c
where ΨPi is the window of expertise of Pi.
We define the certain answer query for Q(x¯) as [lfpQc,∆cQ,L ](x¯) and the possible answer query
for Q(x¯) as ¬[lfpQc¬,∆cQ,L ](x¯).
Intuitively, these definitions define Qc as the collection of certain instances of Q(x¯) and Qc¬ as
the collection of certain instances of ¬Q(x¯). The rule for P ci captures the idea that elements of P ci ,
i.e., certain elements of Pi, are those in Pi’s table, and the rule for P c¬i that tuples for which Pi is
certainly false, are those that do not occur in the database and for which the window of expertise
is certainly satisfied. The two fixpoint queries are legal LFPsimult queries. In particular, all new
symbols occur positively in the formulas of the rules.
Similarly, we can define a set of possible rules.
Definition 17 Possible rules, ∆pQ,L. Under the same assumptions as in Definition 16 we intro-
duce variables Qp and Qp¬ and define the set of possible rules ∆pQ,L as the following collection of
rules:
—two rules for the query:
Qp(x¯)← Q(x¯)p
Qp¬(x¯)← (¬Q(x¯))p
—for each database predicate Pi, two rules:
P pi (x¯i)← Pi(x¯i) ∨ (¬ΨPi [x¯i])p
P p¬i (x¯i)← ¬Pi(x¯i)
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Note 6. Clearly, ∆pQ,L is equivalent to the dual of ∆
c
Q,L. It follows, then, that ¬[lfpQc¬,∆cQ,L ](x¯)
and [gfpQp,∆pQ,L ](x¯) are equivalent, and so are [lfpQc,∆cQ,L ](x¯) and ¬[gfpQp¬,∆pQ,L ](x¯).
Example 11. Consider again the database instance of Example 2. For convenience we abbreviate
the CarOwners predicate as CarO and its tuples as (PS,M,Q1), (JS, V,B1) and (MC,B,B2)
and the Location predicate as Loc and its tuples as (PS,Qs), (JS,Bx) and (MC,Bx).
Assume we have the following two local closed world assumptions:
(1) LCWA(CarO(n,m, id), Loc(n,Bx)), expressing that the database contains all car owners liv-
ing in Bronx, and
(2) LCWA(Loc(n, l), (l = Bx∧∃m, id : CarO(n,m, id)), expressing that the database knows all
people living in Bronx that own a car.
Our interest is in what is certain and possible for the CarO relation. There are two equivalent ways
to express this. The first one uses the set of certain rules (in the rules below, implicit universal
quantification is assumed):
∆cQ,L=

Qc(n,m, id)← CarOc(n,m, id).
Qc¬(n,m, id)← CarOc¬(n,m, id).
CarOc(n,m, id)← CarO(n,m, id).
CarOc¬(n,m, id)← ¬CarO(n,m, id) ∧ Locc(n,Bx).
Locc(n, l)← Loc(n, l).
Locc¬(n, l)← ¬Loc(n, l) ∧ l = Bx ∧ ∃m, id : CarOc(n,m, id).

Interestingly, this rule set is non-recursive. It follows that its least and greatest fixpoint coincide.
Also, the query [lfpQc,∆cQ,L ](n,m, id) returns all elements of Q
c, and this relation can be computed
by simply unfolding its rule body. By two unfolding steps, Qc(n,m, id) is rewritten to the database
query CarO(n,m, id). Thus, the certain answer is, not surprisingly, the set of database tuples of
CarO: {
(PS,M,Q1), (JS, V,B1), (MC,B,B2)
}
.
Similarly, to obtain the certainly false tuples for the query, we unfold the fixpoint expression
[lfpQc¬,∆cQ,L ](n,m, id), yielding the database query ¬CarO(n,m, id)∧Loc(n,Bx). Its answer is
the following set:{
(JS,m, id) | (m, id) 6= (V,B1)} ∪ {(MC,m, id) | (m, id) 6= (B,B2)},
which, for the two inhabitants of the Bronx, contains all tuples not in the database. Finally, the set
of possible but uncertain answers is the complement of the union of the certain answers and the
certainly false answers. This set is specified by the query ¬CarO(n,m, id) ∧ (CarO(n,m, id) ∨
¬Loc(n,Bx)), which can be simplified to ¬CarO(n,m, id) ∧ ¬Loc(n,Bx). Its answer is the set:{
(PS,m, id) | (m, id) 6= (M,Q1)}.
Indeed, as Peter Steward does not live in Bronx, we do not know whether he owns other cars.
Moreover, the database does not contain the integrity constraints that a license plate is used for only
one car, hence he can own any of the models in the domain while the license plate can also be any
of those in the domain.
Alternatively, to compute the above sets we could also use the set of possible rules:
∆pQ,L=

Qp(n,m, id)← CarOp(n,m, id).
Qp¬(n,m, id)← CarOp¬(n,m, id).
CarOp(n,m, id)← CarO(n,m, id) ∨ Locp¬(n,Bx).
CarOp¬(n,m, id)← ¬CarO(n,m, id).
Locp(n, l)← Loc(n, l) ∨ l 6= Bx ∨ ∀m, id : CarOp¬(n,m, id).
Locp¬(n, l)← ¬Loc(n, l).

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Again, this is a non-recursive rule set. The expression [gfpQp,∆pQ,L ](n,m, id) can be unfolded to
the database query CarO(n,m, id)∨¬Loc(n,Bx), which is indeed the negation of database query
solving [lfpQc¬,∆cQ,L ](n,m, id). Similarly, [gfpQp¬,∆pQ,L ](n,m, id) rewrites to ¬CarO(n,m, id),
the negation of the database query representing the certain answers of CarO(n,m, id).
THEOREM 2. Given D = (D,L) a locally closed database over Σ, Q(x¯) an arbitrary query,
and (RcQ,Rc¬Q ,Rc1,Rc¬1 , . . . ,Rcn,Rc¬n ) the relations defined by ∆cQ,L in D. It holds that:
—Rci = {d¯ | Pi(d¯)CD = t}, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
—Rc¬i = {d¯ | Pi(d¯)CD = f}, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
—RcQ = {d¯ | Q(d¯)CD = t}, and
—Rc¬Q = {d¯ | Q(d¯)CD = f}.
PROOF. The proof is by comparison of the fixpoint computations of the operator AppD that
constructs CD and the operator Γ∆cQ,L . The first one constructs a sequence of three-valued σD-
structures Kα, the second one a sequence of tuples of relations, or equivalently, a sequence of σ′D-
structures Iα where σ′D contains the new predicates P
c
i and P
c¬
i . Note that the predicates Q
c, Qc¬
have no recursive occurrences in the bodies of ∆cQ,L, and hence, do not influence the construction
of the P ci ’s and the P
c¬
i ’s. Hence, for the moment, allow us to ignore them.
We will show that each Iα simulatesKα in the sense of Section 4.1. It is obvious that I0 simulates
K0, so it suffices to show that applying AppD and Γ∆cQ,L preserves this property. Assume that I
simulates K and I ′ = Γ∆cQ,L(I),K′ = AppD(K). We need to show that I ′ simulates K′.
—For predicate Pi, Pi(d¯)K
′
= t iff Pi(d¯) ∈ D iff P ci (d¯)I
′
= t.
—Since I simulates K, ΨPi [d¯]K = t iff (ΨcPi [d¯])I = t. Therefore, Pi(d¯)K
′
= f iff Pi(d¯) 6∈ D and
ΨPi [d¯]
K = t iff Pi(d¯) 6∈ D and (ΨcPi [d¯])I = t iff P c¬i (d¯)I
′
= t.
It follows that I ′ indeed simulates K′.
The consequence of this is that when AppD reaches a fixpoint, say at α (i.e., Kα = CD), then
Γ∆cQ,L reaches a fixpoint on all predicates P
c
i and P
c¬
i at α, and the fixpoint of Γ∆cQ,L simulates CD,
the fixpoint of AppD. After one more iteration, Γ∆cQ,L reaches a fixpoint also on the predicates Qc
and Qc¬. It holds that d¯ ∈ RcQ iff (Qc(d¯))Iα = t iff (Q(d¯))Kα = t (by Proposition 16). Likewise,
d¯ ∈ Rc¬Q iff (Q(d¯))Kα = f . This finishes the proof.
COROLLARY 3. [lfpQc,∆cQ,L ](x) = CertCD(Q(x¯)) and [gfpQp,∆pQ,L ](x) = PossCD(Q(x¯)).
The proof of the above theorem shows that a naive bottom-up computation of the fixpoint query
[lfpQc,∆cQ,L ](x¯) boils down to the same as first computing CD and then evaluating Q(x¯). In fact,
the worst case complexity of this method is not better than that of the naive method. Of course,
in practice, it is typically not necessary to compute all relations: it suffices to compute the relations
that are relevant for the query. Moreover, goal directed methods such as unfolding (see next section),
magic sets [Bancilhon et al. 1986] or tabling [Swift 1999], will often construct only fractions of those
relations. This was illustrated in Example 11. On the other hand, if the database is relatively stable,
in the sense that many queries are to be solved with respect to the same database, it might prove a
good idea to compute CD after all, and pose all queries directly against it. The gain of computing CD
grows with the following parameters:
(1) The number of queries that can be answered with it (which is dictated by the ratio of queries
posed to the database over the number of updates performed to it),
(2) The size of the windows of expertise and the complexity of the dependency relations, for these
determine to a great extent the complexity of the fixpoint queries.
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Note that, after an update of D, we must update (the simulation of) CD but this can be done by
applying incremental methods for view updating on the rule set ∆cL.
A special case arises when ∆cQ,L is non-recursive. This is studied in the next section.
4.5 Hierarchically Closed Databases
Definition 18 Hierarchically closed database. Given a locally closed database D = (D,L) over
Σ. The LCWA dependency graph of L is the directed graph on Σ, containing a directed edge from
predicate Q to P iff there exists LCWA(P (x),Ψ[x]) ∈ L such that Q occurs negatively in Ψ. A
hierarchically closed database D is one in which the LCWA dependency graph is cycle-free.
By inspection of the constructions of ∆cQ,L and ∆
c
Q,L in Definitions 16 and 17, the next proposi-
tion follows.
PROPOSITION 24. A locally closed database D is hierarchically closed iff for arbitrary query
Q(x¯), both the set of certain rules ∆cQ,L and the set of possible rules ∆pQ,L are non-recursive.
An important observation is that positive occurrences of predicates in windows of expertise do
not lead to cycles in the LCWA-dependency graph or to recursion in the query definitions ∆cQ,L and
∆pQ,L. The relevance of this is that, in practical applications, recursive ∆
p
Q,L will likely be quite
rare. For example, if we reconsider the examples of the computer science telephone database or the
database of the traffic tax administration, we see a pattern that such database are specialized in a
specific topic: members of the department, or car owners in the county. The predicates representing
these topics yield the windows of expertise of other database predicates. These predicates occur
positively in the windows of expertise, and moreover, windows of expertise are relatively simple
formulas. If this pattern is general, as we expect, then locally closed databases with cyclic LCWA-
dependency graphs will be rare indeed.
The observation is important for several reasons. One is that, as shown in the next section, for
hierarchically closed world databases, the constructed CD will often coincide with the optimal ap-
proximation OD. Second, ∆cQ,L and ∆pQ,L have a unique fixpoint and hence, least and greatest
(and partial) fixpoints coincide. In particular, both the certain answer query [lfpQc,∆cQ,L ](x¯) and
the (alternative) possible answer query [gfpQp,∆pQ,L ](x¯) can be transformed in equivalent first-order
queries by unfolding the definitions of all predicates. Below we represent a rewrite algorithm that
takes as input a queryQ(x¯) and transforms it into queries for certain or possible answers that can be
posed directly against D.
Algorithm 1 : Query rewriting function Rc (resp., Rp)
1: Input: a set L of LCWA’s of a hierarchically closed database and a query Q(x¯) over Σ.
2: DefineRc(Q(x¯)) andRp(Q(x¯)) by simultaneous induction on the structure ofQ(x¯) as follows:
If P is t, f or = then Rc(P (t¯)) := Rp(P (t¯)) := P (t¯).
Else
—Rc(P (t¯)) := P (t¯).
—Rp(P (t¯)) := (P (t¯) ∨ ¬Rc(ΨP (t¯)).
—Rc(¬ϕ) := ¬Rp(ϕ).
—Rp(¬ϕ) := ¬Rc(ϕ).
—Rc and Rp distribute over ∧,∨,∃,∀.
3: Output: a query Rc(Q(x¯)) (resp., Rp(Q(x¯))) over Σ.
Example 12. Let Σ = {P,Q} and D = (D,L) where
D = {P (a), Q(c)}, L = {LCWA(P (x), Q(x)), LCWA(Q(x), x=c)}.
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D is clearly hierarchically closed. Now, consider the query Q(x) = P (x).
—For certain query answers, we evaluate Rc(P (x)) = P (x) with respect to D. The answer of this
query is {a}.
—For possible answers we start withRp(P (x)) = (P (x)∨¬Rc(Q(x)). After evaluatingRc(Q(x))
we get P (x) ∨ ¬Q(x). Evaluating this expression with respect to D we obtain DomD \ {c}.
These sets are exactly the certain and possible answers of the query P (x) in D.
Example 13. The procedures Rc and Rp correspond to the unfolding process as mentioned in
Example 11. Not surprisingly, if we apply them to the query CarO(n,m, id) of Example 11, we
obtain
Rc(CarO(n,m, id)) = CarO(n,m, id),
Rp(CarO(n,m, id)) = CarO(n,m, id) ∨ ¬Loc(n,Bx)
which are exactly the queries obtained in the example.
THEOREM 3 SOUNDNESS OF Rc AND Rp. The functions Rc and Rp are well-defined. For each
query Q(x¯), {d¯ | D |= Rc(Q[d¯])} = CertCD(Q(x¯)) and {d¯ | D |= Rp(Q[d¯])} = PossCD(Q(x¯)).
PROOF SKETCH. It is not difficult to see that the operation Rc(Q(x¯)) basically simulates the
process of, first, the construction of ∆cQ,L from L and Q(x¯), and second, the subsequent unfolding
of the atom Qc(x¯). In the construction of ∆cQ,L, all positive occurrences of database predicates Pi
inQ(x¯) are first replaced by P ci ; in the unfolding of Qc(x¯), these occurrences are re-replaced by Pi.
Correspondingly, Rc preserves positive occurrences of database predicates. In the construction of
∆cQ,L, all negative occurrences of database predicates Pi(t¯) in Q(x¯) are replaced by ¬P c¬i (t¯), and
in the unfolding phase, these negative literals are replaced by Pi(t¯) ∨ ¬ΨcPi [t¯]. As for the rewrite
procedure, Rc calls Rp for negative occurrences of database predicates, and this procedure replaces
such negative occurrences by the corresponding formula Pi(t¯)∨¬Rc(ΨPi [t¯]). By iterating the above
argument, we see that Rc(ΨPi [t¯]) is the result of unfolding ¬P c¬i (t¯).
Similarly, we have that Rp(Q(x¯)) simulates the construction of ∆pQ,L and the subsequent un-
folding of the atom Qp(x¯). Given the correctness and termination of the unfolding process in non-
recursive definitions, the soundness of Rc and Rp follows from Theorem 2.
PROPOSITION 25. Algorithm 1 produces a query whose size is:11
—Constant in the size of the database D.
—Linear in the size of the original query Q, where the linear factor C is:
—Polynomial in the maximal size of the windows of expertise.
—Exponential in the depth of the dependency relation between relations (i.e., the rank of the
highest predicate).
PROOF. The size of a rewritten query is obviously constant in |D| sinceRc andRp do not depend
on D. Termination of the rewriting process implemented by Rc and Rp follows from the fact that
D is hierarchically closed. Let us define the rank of a database predicate Pi as the longest path in
the LCWA-dependency graph from one of t, f to Pi. Reducing an atom of rank n to a formula with
atoms of at most rank n − 1 blows up the atom with a factor less than W , the size of the largest
window of expertise. Continuing the reduction till the end blows up the atom with a factor Wn
where n is the highest rank of a database predicate. So, a database atom in Q(x¯) is blown up to a
formula of maximally Wn. This is the factor C.
As a corollary, we obtain that the algorithm retains tractability in the size of the database. Since
solving first-order queries is AC0 in data complexity [Libkin 1995], we obtain the following result.
THEOREM 4 COMPLEXITY. Given a hierarchically closed database D and a queryQ, the com-
putation time of CertCD(Q(x¯)) and PossCD(Q(x¯)) by Algorithm 1 is AC0 in data complexity.
11The size of a formula is expressed in number of atoms.
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4.6 Towards Approximate Query Answering with Integrity Constraints
So far, local closed world assumptions were the only source of negative information (i.e., of provably
false database atoms). In practice, another important source of negative information are integrity
constraints, functional dependency constraints in particular. Assume that for the nth argument po-
sition of n-ary predicate P functionally depends on the argument positions (1, . . . , n − 1). In that
case, the presence of the atom P (a1, . . . , an−1, a) in the database entails the falsity of any atom
P (a1, . . . , an−1, b) for which b 6= a.
In this section, we show how the approximate reasoning method can be extended for handling
functional dependency constraints. For the rest of this section, let a locally closed database D con-
sist of a database instance D, a set of local closed world assumptions L and a set of functional
dependency constraints F . The constraint that position l of predicate P functionally depends on
argument positions i1, . . . , ik will be denoted P : (i1, . . . , ik)→ l. The extended relational formula
of such a constraint is the following first-order formula:
∀x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn : P (x1, . . . , xn) ∧ P (y1, . . . , yn) ∧ xi1 = yi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xik = yik ⊃ xl = yl
For such a database D and query Q(x¯), we define ∆cQ,D as in Definition 16, except that for each
P : (i1, . . . , ik)→ l ∈ F , the following rule is added:
P c¬(x1, . . . , xn)← P c(y1, . . . , yn) ∧ xi1 = yi1 ∧ · · · ∧ xi1 = yi1 ∧ xl 6= yl.
This rule infers that P (x1, . . . , xn) is false if D contains an atom P (y1, . . . , yn) which is identical
with the previous one on argument positions i1, . . . , ik and different on position l.
Example 14. In Example 11, each identification plate identifies the car, and hence the car brand.
This is the constraint CarO : 3 → 2. Its extended relational formula is given by the following
formula:
∀n,m, id, n1,m1 : CarO(n,m, id) ∧ CarO(n1,m1, id) ⊃ m = m1
The rule set in the fixpoint expression can now be extended to:
∆cQ,L=

Qc(n,m, id)← CarOc(n,m, id).
Qc¬(n,m, id)← CarOc¬(n,m, id).
CarOc(n,m, id)← CarO(n,m, id).
CarOc¬(n,m, id)← ¬CarO(n,m, id) ∧ Locc(n,Bx).
Locc(n, l)← Loc(n, l).
Locc¬(n, l)← ¬Loc(n, l) ∧ l = Bx ∧ ∃m, id : CarOc(n,m, id).
CarOc¬(n,m, id)← CarOc(n1,m1, id) ∧m 6= m1.

The last rule is the additional one. The two rules for CarOc¬ in this set can be replaced by the
unique rule:
CarOc¬(n,m, id)← ¬CarO(n,m, id) ∧ Locc(n,Bx)∨
∃n1,m1 : CarOc(n1,m1, id) ∧m 6= m1.
Unfolding the query ¬[lfpQp,∆pQ,L ](n,m, id) for the possible answers of CarO(n,m, id) yields:
(CarO(n,m, id) ∨ Loc(n,Bx)) ∧ ∀n1,m1 : ¬CarO(n1,m1, id) ∨m = m1.
Or equivalently:
(CarO(n,m, id) ∨ Loc(n,Bx)) ∧ ∀n1,m1 : CarO(n1,m1, id) ⊃ m = m1.
In particular, for Peter Steward, the possible answers in the extended database are as follows:{
(PS,M,Q1), (PS, V,B1), (PS,B,B2)
}
.
If, in addition, a car could belong to at most one person (i.e., CarO : 3→ 1), the additional rule is:
CarOc¬(n,m, id)← CarOc(n1,m1, id) ∧ n 6= n1.
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Possible answers for CarO(PS, n,m) are now reduced to {(PS,M,Q1)}, i.e., there is CWI on
this query.
THEOREM 5. Given a locally closed database D and query Q(x¯). Let C denote the answers of
[lfpQc,∆cQ,D ](x¯) in D, and P the answers of ¬[lfpQc¬,∆cQ,D ](x¯) in D. It holds that
C ⊆ CertD(Q(x¯)) ⊆ PossD(Q(x¯)) ⊆ P.
PROOF SKETCH. It is easy to extend the fixpoint operator AppD to incorporate functional de-
pendencies. The extended operator is defined as follows:
P (a¯)K
′
=

t if P (d¯) ∈ D,
f if P (d¯) /∈ D and there exists LCWA(P (x¯),ΨP [x¯]) ∈ L
such that ΨP [d¯]K = t,
f if P (d¯) /∈ D and P : (i1, . . . , ik)→ l ∈ D and
for some P (d¯): PK(d¯) = t and di1 = ai1 , . . . , dik = aik and dl 6= al,
u otherwise.
It is easy to extend the proof of Theorem 1 to show that this operator produces an approximation
of all models of D (which now contains also functional dependency constraints). To show that the
extended fixpoint query is correct, one can show that the operator of the extended rule set simulates
AppD. This is a straightforward extension of the proof of Theorem 2.
Bibliographic note. The use of approximations and fixpoint methods for the LCWA as well as the
concept of hierachically closed databases were first introduced in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2006], were
also a naive algorithm for query answering was presented. Simulating approximate query answering
by fixpoint queries and the related complexity results were first presented in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al.
2008]. The discussion on incorporating integrity constraints (Section 4.6) is novel.
5. ACCURACY OF APPROXIMATE QUERY ANSWERING
A weakness of the soundness Theorem 2 is that it gives no guarantee whatsoever on the accuracy of
the returned answers of the approximate query answering method. As the next example illustrates,
in certain “degenerated” cases, all accuracy in approximate query answering might be lost.
Example 15. Let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database with a vocabulary σ. Assume that
σ contains a unary predicate symbol P and the constant a but that D contains no tuples about
P , and L contains for each database predicate Q (including P ) the LCWA LCWA(Q(x¯), P (a) ∨
¬P (a)). Since this window of expertise is a tautology, this database has complete knowledge on
all its predicates. Hence D is equivalent with the standard database D under CWA. On the other
hand, it is easy to see that (P (a) ∨ ¬P (a))CD = u. It follows that for each atom Q(d¯), we have
Q(d¯)CD = u whenever Q(d¯) 6∈ D. This boils down to the fact that CD represents the database
under OWA. Many queries cannot be accurately answered using CD. For example, (¬Q(d¯))CD = u
whenever Q(d¯) 6∈ D, although D implies ¬Q(d¯).
Example 15 justifies the need to investigate the accuracy of our methods of approximating query
answers. We will investigate conditions on D that guarantee that CertCD(Q(x¯)) = CertD(Q(x¯)).
We will not be concerned here with the accuracy of possible answers. Indeed, it follows from the
proposition below that such conditions follow immediately from those for certain answers.
PROPOSITION 26. For a locally closed database D and a query Q(x¯), we have
PossCD(Q(x¯)) = PossD(Q(x¯)) iff CertCD(¬Q(x¯)) = CertD(¬Q(x¯)).
PROOF. By Definition 9, for a tuple t¯ of constants of the appropriate arity, t¯ ∈ PossCD(Q(x¯))
iff t¯ /∈ CertCD(¬Q(x¯)). Similarly, t¯ ∈ PossD(Q(x¯)) iff t¯ /∈ CertD(¬Q(x¯)). Hence,
PossCD(Q(x¯)) = PossD(Q(x¯)) iff CertCD(¬Q(x¯)) = CertD(¬Q(x¯)).
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In the remainder of this section, we will study when the accuracy of the approximate methods
can be guaranteed. As the material concerning our analysis is rather technical, and since the more
substantial results of this section build on a considerable amount of preliminary definitions, we put
in the electronic appendix everything that is not essential for the formulation (and the understanding)
of our main results, as well as the relevant proofs.
5.1 Dependencies and modularity in Locally Closed Databases
The construction of CD is through a propagation process over the windows of expertise. These
formulas thus induce different sorts of dependencies between database predicates. From these, we
can derive a modularity property that will prove useful in the accuracy analysis.
As defined in Definition 18, the LCWA-dependency graph of D consists of edges (Q,P ) such
that Q occurs negatively in a window of expertise of P . Its transitive closure will be denoted ≺−. If
Q ≺− P we say that P depends negatively on Q. Recall from Proposition 24 that ≺− is cycle-free
iff for any query Q(x¯), the set ∆cQ,L (and also ∆pQ,L) is non-recursive. The full LCWA-dependency
graph is the graph on Σ consisting of edges (Q,P ), such that Q occurs (positively or negatively) in
a window of expertise of P . Its transitive closure is denoted ≺. If Q≺P we say that P depends on
Q. A strict hierarchically closed database is one with a cycle-free full LCWA-dependency graph.
Sometimes, given a query Q(x¯), it will be convenient to extend the LCWA-dependency graph with
Q(x¯) by adding the query as a node and adding edges to it from each predicate P that occurs
negatively in Q(x¯). Also the full LCWA-dependency graph can be extended in this way, but here
edges are added from each predicate with an arbitrary occurrence in Q(x¯).
Example 16. The locally closed database of Example 11, with
L =
{ LCWA(CarO(n,m, id), Loc(n,Bx)),
LCWA(Loc(n, l), (l = Bx ∧ ∃n,m : CarO(n,m, id))
}
is hierarchically closed but not strict hierarchically closed.
Let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database. Let P be a subset of Σ which is ≺-downward
closed, i.e., if P ∈ P and R≺P then R ∈ P . Note that predicates of P may occur in the windows
of expertise of predicates Q ∈ Σ \ P but not vice versa. For such a set, it makes sense to consider
the restriction of D to the predicates in P .
NOTATION 3. The pair (D|P ,L|P) consisting of the restrictions of the structure D to the pred-
icates in P and the restriction of L to the LCWA’s of the predicates in P is denoted D|P . Clearly,
D|P is a locally closed database with the same domain as D. The ≺-downward closed sets {Q |
∀P ∈ P Q≺P} and P ∪ {Q | ∀P ∈ P Q ≺ P} are denoted ≺P and ≺∪ P , respectively.
LEMMA 1 EXTENDIBILITY. If P is a≺-downward closed set of predicates, then each model M
of D|P can be expanded to a model N of D by setting QN = QD, for every Q ∈ Σ \ P .
PROOF. Let M and N as above. Clearly, N satisfies all database atoms, all LCWA’s of D|P and
all LCWA’s for predicates Q ∈ Σ \ P (since N |= ∀x¯ : (Q(x¯) ⊃ Q(x¯) ∈ D)). Hence, N |= D.
Lemma 1 allows us to derive some interesting modularity properties of query answering.
PROPOSITION 27. For any query Q(x¯), we have:
CertD(Q(x¯)) = CertD|≺Q(Q(x¯)),
PossD(Q(x¯)) = PossD|≺Q(Q(x¯)).
PROOF. It follows from the Extendibility Lemma 1 that for any ≺-downward closed set P and
any P-formula ϕ, D |= ϕ iff D|P |= ϕ, and D∪{ϕ} is satisfiable iff D|P ∪{ϕ} is satisfiable. Both
equations follow immediately.
As a corollary to this proposition, we have the following proposition on CWI.
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COROLLARY 4. D has CWI on Q(x¯) iff D|≺Q(x¯) has CWI on Q(x¯).
PROPOSITION 28. For any query Q(x¯), we have that OD|≺Q = O(D|≺Q) and CD|≺Q =
C(D|≺Q).
PROOF. The first equation is an easy consequence of the Extendibility Lemma 1. For the second,
observe that in computing the predicates of P , the operator AppD only uses D|P .
Note 7. A direct consequence of Proposition 28 is that CertOD(Q(x¯)) = CertO(D|≺Q)(Q(x¯))
and CertCD(Q(x¯)) = CertC(D|≺Q)(Q(x¯)).
The last propositions show that the accuracy of approximate answers for a query Q(x¯) can be
studied in the potentially much smaller database D|≺Q.
5.2 Sufficient Conditions for Assuring Completeness
In this section we specify conditions for assuring that an approximation of query answers is precise.
A basic concept of this accuracy analysis is that of squared queries. A query is squared with respect
to a database D when all its certain answers are true in the optimal approximation OD. We define
this concept more in general for theories containing UNA ∧ DCA. Formally:
Definition 19 Squared queries. Let Γ be a satisfiable first-order theory over σ containing
DCA(σ) ∧ UNA(σ), and let HU be the Herbrand universe for σ. We say that a query Q(x¯) of
arity n is squared in Γ if for every d¯ ∈ HUn, if Γ |= Q(d¯) then Q(d¯)OΓ = t.
Since Q(d¯)OΓ = t entails that Γ |= Q(d¯), the query Q(x¯) is squared iff the stronger condition
holds that for every d¯ ∈ HUn, Γ |= Q(d¯) iff Q(d¯)OΓ = t. Yet another way to define that Q(x¯) is
squared is that for arbitrary d¯ ∈ HUn,Q(d¯)OΓ = u implies that Γ∪{¬Q(d¯)} is satisfiable. However,
this does not mean that Γ ∪ {Q(d¯)} is satisfiable for each d¯ ∈ HUn. For instance, P (x) ∧ ¬P (x) is
squared in the empty D but P (d) ∧ ¬P (d) is not satisfiable.
The following proposition shows that squaredness is the key concept for the study accuracy of
certain answers.
PROPOSITION 29. The query Q(x¯) is squared in Γ iff CertOΓ(Q(x¯)) = CertΓ(Q(x¯)). The
query ¬Q(x¯) is squared in Γ iff PossOΓ(Q(x¯)) = PossΓ(Q(x¯)).
PROOF. By Proposition 20, CertOΓ(Q(x¯)) ⊆ CertΓ(Q(x¯)). Vice versa, if d¯ ∈ CertΓ(Q(x¯)),
then Γ |= Q(d¯). By squaredness, Q(d¯)OΓ = t, hence d¯ ∈ CertOΓ(Q(x¯)).
The above proposition shows that the replacement of a locally closed database by its optimal
approximation induces no loss of certain answers on squared queries. The next one shows that the
approximation need not to be optimal in all predicates when the theory has a least model I . When
the latter is the case, observe that for any atom P (a¯), P (a¯)I = t iff P (a¯)OΓ = t.
NOTATION 4. We write P ∈− Q(x¯) if P has a negative occurrence in Q(x¯) and P ∈+ Q(x¯) if
P has a positive occurrence in Q(x¯).
PROPOSITION 30. Let Q(x¯) be squared in Γ. Assume that Γ has a least model I and let K be
an approximation of Γ such that for each atom P (a¯), P (a¯)I = t iff P (a¯)K = t. If PK = POΓ for
every predicate P ∈− Q(x¯), then CertK(Q(x¯)) = CertΓ(Q(x¯)).
PROOF. Since K6pOΓ, we have that CertK(Q(x¯)) ⊆ CertOΓ(Q(x¯)) = CertΓ(Q(x¯)). To
prove the other direction, let us observe that all predicates such that PK 6= POΓ occur only positively
in Q(x¯) and moreover POΓ ≤ PK (where ≤ is the truth order, not the precision order). Indeed, for
any atom P (a¯), if P (a¯)OΓ = u, then since K6pOΓ, we have P (a¯)K = u, and if P (a¯)OΓ = t, then
P (a¯)I = t = P (a¯)K. It follows from a standard monotonicity property of standard first-order logic
that for arbitrary d¯, Q(d¯)OΓ ≤ Q(d¯)K. Hence, CertK(Q(x¯)) ⊇ CertOΓ(Q(x¯)).
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The proposition expresses that we can compute certain answers for Q(x¯) using a weaker than
optimal approximation K which is unknown on atoms P (a¯) that are false in OΓ, as long as the
predicates P occur only positively in the query.
As the following theorem shows, squaredness may guarantee maximal accuracy of approximate
query answering.
THEOREM 6 COMPLETENESS. It holds thatCertCD(Q(x¯)) = CertD(Q(x¯)) ifQ(x¯) is squared
in locally closed database D and P CD = POD , for every database predicate P ∈− Q(x¯).
PROOF. D has a least model, namely D; moreover, by construction, P (a¯)CD = t iff P (a¯) ∈ D.
Hence Proposition 30 applies and the theorem follows.
This theorem gives a condition under which the use of an approximation avoids the loss of certain
answers. It points to two potential reasons why precision can get lost: the query can be non-squared,
or the computed approximation can be too imprecise. The latter is clearly the case in Example 15.
This is a database with CWA and each query is squared with respect to it. On the other hand, for each
P (a¯) 6∈ D, the query ¬P (a¯) is inaccurately answered since (¬P (a¯))CD = u while D |= ¬P (a¯). A
case where not the inaccuracy of CD is the problem is the query P (a¯) ∨ ¬P (a¯). This tautological
query is entailed by any database D while it evaluates to unknown whenever P (a¯)CD = u.
The theorem thus raises two further questions. Firstly, when is a query squared? Secondly, when
is the approximation CD, as defined in Section 4, optimal with respect to some predicate. We start
with investigating the first question.
PROPOSITION 31. The data complexity of deciding whether a query is squared in a locally
closed database D is in ∆P2 and is NP-hard for some queries.
PROOF. To verify squaredness, we need to compute OD and, for all d¯ ∈ HUn, Q[d¯]OD and
whether D |= Q[d¯]. OD can be constructed with a polynomial number of calls to an NP-oracle.
Then for a polynomial number of tuples d¯ ∈ HUn, we have an NP-call to decide whetherD |= Q[d¯]
and we can compute Q[d¯]OD in polynomial time. Hence, the problem is in ∆P2 .
To prove that there are NP-hard instances, consider again the class of locally closed databases
D = (D,L) from Proposition 13. In each, EdgeD is a graph and KernelD and PD are empty.
Edge is a base predicate (i.e., its window of expertise is t), Kernel is open (i.e., its window of
expertise is f ), and the databases has complete knowledge on P (c) if Kernel is not a kernel of
Edge. It follows that D |= ¬P (c) iff the graph has no kernel. On the other hand, P (c) is always
unknown in the optimal approximation. Indeed, ¬P (c) is true in D. On the other hand, the structure
D′ obtained from D by setting P (c) to true is also a model of D, since KernelD
′
= ∅ is not a
kernel. Consequently, ¬P (c) is squared iff EdgeD has no kernel. Hence, to decide whether ¬P (c)
is squared for this class of databases is an NP-complete problem.
This negative results motivates a deeper analysis and the identification of sufficient conditions for
squaredness. The following proposition is a direct consequence of the definition of squaredness and
the properties of the conjunction operator.
PROPOSITION 32. A literal is squared in any theory. If Q(x¯) is a conjunction of formulas
squared in Γ, then Q(x¯) is squared in Γ. In particular, a conjunction of literals is squared in
any theory.
PROOF. If Q[x¯] is a literal and Γ |= Q[d¯], i.e., Q[d¯]I = t for every two-valued Herbrand model
I of Γ, thenQ[d¯]OΓ = t by definition of OΓ. The rest of the proposition follows from the fact that if
Γ |= ψ ∧ φ then Γ |= ψ and Γ |= φ.
A more general syntactic condition for squaredness in locally closed databases (i.e., when Γ = D)
can be formulated using the following notion:
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Definition 20 Mutually exclusive conjunctions. A set of conjunctions {C1[x¯], . . . , Cn[x¯]} is mu-
tually exclusive with respect to a three-valued structure K if for each d¯ ∈ HUn, at most one Ci[d¯] is
not false in K.
Definition 21 Positive free predicates. We call a predicate P negatively bound in query Q(x¯) if
P occurs negatively in Q(x¯) or a predicate occurring negatively in Q(x¯) depends on P . Otherwise,
P is called positive free in Q(x¯). I.e., P 6∈− Q(x¯) and there is no R ∈− Q(x¯) such that P ≺ R.
The sets of negatively bound predicates and of positive free predicates are denoted N egB(Q(x¯))
and PosF(Q(x¯)), respectively.
THEOREM 7 SQUAREDNESS. A query Q(x¯) is squared in a locally closed database D when it
is of the form ∀y¯ : (C1 ∨ · · · ∨ Cn), where each Ci is a conjunction such that (i) each non-literal
conjunct Cik of the Ci consists of predicates which are either positive free inQ(x¯) or two-valued in
OD, and (ii) the set of conjunctions is mutually exclusive w.r.t. OD.
PROOF. See the electronic appendix.
Now we turn our attention to the second question, the optimality of the approximation CD with
respect to some predicate P .
THEOREM 8 OPTIMALITY. Let D = (D,L) be a locally closed database. It holds that P CD =
POD if ≺- is acyclic in ≺-∪ P 12 and for each Q ∈ ≺-∪ P :
—Q 6∈+ ΨQ,
—for all R ≺− Q, Q 6∈+ ΨR,
—ΨQ[x¯] is squared in D.
PROOF. See the electronic appendix.
We now illustrate the need of some of the conditions of the theorem. We already saw the necessity
of squaredness of windows of expertise to obtain an accurate P CD in Example 15.
Example 17. For the database D = ({}, {LCWA(P (x), x = a ∧ P (a))}), we have that
P (a)OD = f but P (a)CD = u. Indeed, P (a) is unknown in the initial step of the construction
and remains unknown when applying AppD. Here, it is the first condition about the predicates in
≺-∪ P of the optimality theorem that is not satisfied.
Example 18. The database D = ({}, {LCWA(P (x),¬Q(x)),LCWA(Q(x), P (x))}) is equiv-
alent with the theory {∀x : (¬P (x) ∨ Q(x)),∀x : (¬Q(x) ∨ ¬P (x))} which is equivalent to
{∀x : ¬P (x)}. Hence, it holds for each d ∈ HU that P (d)OD = f and Q(d)OD = u while
P (d)CD = Q(d)CD = u. Here, the second condition about the predicates in ≺-∪ P is violated since
Q≺- P ∈ ≺-∪ P and P ∈+ ΨQ.
We can summarize the above in the following result about the accuracy of certain answers.
THEOREM 9 COMPLETENESS. It holds thatCertCD(Q(x¯)) = CertD(Q(x¯)) ifQ(x¯) is squared
in D and ≺- is acyclic in ≺-∪Q(x¯) and for every database predicate Q≺-Q(x¯)
—Q 6∈+ ΨQ,
—for all R≺-Q, Q 6∈+ ΨR,
—ΨQ[x¯] is squared in D.
PROOF. This is a corollary of Theorem 6 and Theorem 8.
Apart from checking squaredness, the cost of checking the conditions in Theorem 9 are negligible.
Theorem 7 gives a condition for checking the squaredness of formulas of the form ∀y¯ : (C1 ∨ · · · ∨
Cn) where the Ci are conjunctions, namely:
12Recall that this set is defined as {P} ∪ {Q|Q≺- P}.
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(1) each non-literal conjunct Cik of Ci consists of predicates which are either positive free inQ(x¯)
or two valued in the optimal approximation OD, and
(2) the conjunctions Ci are mutually exclusive w.r.t. OD.
The main practical problem to check squaredness using this theorem is that we have to check two-
valuedness of negatively bound predicates in OD and mutual exclusiveness in OD. OD is typically
not available and is hard to compute. Fortunately, since CD6pOD, we can use CD instead of OD.
For example, all base predicates of D are two-valued in CD. However, it can happen that a predicate
is two-valued in OD but three-valued in CD, in which case the squaredness of a query might not be
discovered. An extreme case is in Example 15 where every predicate is two-valued in OD and none
in CD. In this database, the query P (a) ∨ ¬P (a) is squared but this cannot be discovered using CD.
Some types of queries that can be discovered to be squared are the following:
—Conjunctions of literals, possibly prefixed with universal quantifiers.
—Positive queries.
—Formulas in which all predicates are two-valued in CD.
—Queries whose form is similar to decision trees or binary decision diagrams, in which all test
formulas in the non-leaf nodes contain only two-valued predicates in CD and the leaves consist of
conjunctions of literals. An example of such a query would be:
if ∃x : P (x, y, z) then if ¬Q(y, z) then R(y, z) else ¬R(y, z)
else R(z, y)
where the predicates P and Q are two-valued in OΓ. It denotes the formula:
(∃x : P (x, y, z)) ∧ ¬Q(y, z) ∧R(y, z)∨
(∃x : P (x, y, z)) ∧Q(y, z) ∧ ¬R(y, z)∨
(¬∃x : P (x, y, z) ∧R(z, y)
Example 19. Consider again any database instance D with the LCWA’s of Example 11:
L =
{ LCWA(Loc(n, l), (l = Bx ∧ ∃n,m : CarO(n,m, id))),
LCWA(CarO(n,m, id), Loc(n,Bx))
}
The windows of expertise are positive formulas, hence the contained predicates are positive free. It
follows that both are squared in D. Also, ≺− is the empty graph, hence it is acyclic. It follows that
CD is optimal.
The queries CarO(n,m, id) and ¬CarO(n,m, id) are literals, hence they are squared. It follows
that the approximate methods for computing their certain and possible answers are optimal.
The above class of locally closed databases and queries is interesting, but it can be substantially
increased when D at least partially conveys CWI on its own windows of expertise.
THEOREM 10 COMPLETENESS UNDER CWI. It holds that CertCD(Q(x¯)) = CertD(Q(x¯)), if
(i)≺ is acyclic inN egB(Q(x¯)) andD conveys CWI on ΨP for each P ∈ N egB(Q(x¯)) and (ii) only
base predicates of D occur both positively and negatively in Q(x¯) and in ΨP , for each P ≺-Q(x¯).
PROOF. See the electronic appendix.
An interesting aspect of this theorem is that the subclass of queries in which only base predicates
have both positive and negative occurrences is closed under negation, so that the theorem guarantees
that also possible answers to such queries can be optimally answered.
Example 20. A database with the following LCWA’s:
L1 =
{ LCWA(Loc(n, l), t),
LCWA(CarO(n,m, id), Loc(n,Bx))
}
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satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8 since ≺- = ∅ and positive formulas are squared. It follows
that CD = OD. In addition, this database conveys CWI on its windows of expertise. Such a database
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 10 for the query Q := ¬Loc(LD,Bx) ∨ ¬CarO(LD, V, V 40)
and hence, this query can be accurately answered using the approximate methods. On the other
hand, a database D with the LCWA’s of Example 11:
L2 =
{ LCWA(Loc(n, l), (l = Bx ∧ ∃n,m : CarO(n,m, id))),
LCWA(CarO(n,m, id), Loc(n,Bx))
}
also satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8 since ≺- = ∅ and positive formulas are squared. Hence,
again CD = OD. Note however that D does not convey CWI on its windows of expertise. Moreover,
for the above query, ≺ is cyclic in N egB(Q) = {Loc/2, CarO/3} and D has no CWI on the
windows of expertise of these predicates hence the conditions of Theorem 10 are not satisfied and
the query cannot be accurately answered.
The conditions of Theorem 10 on the syntactic form of queries and windows of expertise are
weaker than those of Theorem 9, at the expense of a stronger acyclicity condition on ≺ and the
requirement of CWI on certain windows of expertise. A problem in applying this theorem is that
determining whether a database conveys CWI on a window of expertise is a hard problem (Proposi-
tion 14). A way out would be to limit the syntax of windows of expertise to the formulas that can be
constructed using Proposition 10 and Proposition 11.
To summarize, the results in this section allow us to prove the optimality of the approximate
certain answers in the context of queriesQ(x¯) and (a subset of the) windows of expertise in the form
of Theorem 7, e.g., positive formulas, conjunctions of literals, decision-tree like formulas with base
predicates in the tests, etc. Even larger classes of queries can be precisely answered with respect to
locally closed databases with CWI on its windows of expertise. This is a rather rich class of queries
and databases, allowing many forms of cycles in the LCWA-dependency graph.
Regarding the precision of approximate query answering beyond the conditions of the last com-
pleteness theorems, we presented examples where there is a drastic loss of precision, but these were
artificial examples which were carefully “engineered” e.g., by including tautologies of two-valued
logic, unnecessary cycles, or by using the extended relational formula of one LCWA as a window
of expertise of some other object predicate. In practice it seems unlikely that LCWA’s will be of
this form. This may suggest that the approximate reasoning methods are usually quite precise in
practice, but currently we do not have sufficient experience to evaluate this hypothesis.
Bibliographic note. Some preliminary results on the accuracy of the returned answers first ap-
peared in [Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2008] (mainly those of Section 5.1 and Theorem 6). These results
have been refined, extended and rearranged in this section, and the proofs rewritten to facilitate the
reading. The negative complexity result of Proposition 31 and the entire analysis of completeness
under CWI, which culminates in Theorem 10, are new.
6. RELATED WORK
Interestingly, the principle of localization of complete knowledge is naturally applied in other areas
of computer science as well. This is the case, for instance, in the context of image processing,
where Intille and Bobick [1995] realize that conventional methods of tracking objects in complex
and dynamic scenes are unlikely to performs well, and propose to used ’closed world’ analysis in
a space-time region of an image where contextual information like the number and type of objects
within the region is assumed to be known. The basic idea is therefore similar to ours: selecting a
small region that can be analyzed locally using image processing algorithms for tracking with high
degree of confidence.
In this section we concentrate on related works in the context of relational database systems. The
research about representing and reasoning with partially complete information in such systems is
wide and diverse, and the relations between the different approaches are not always clear. We do not
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intend to give here an exhaustive description of all related work, but focus on previous research that
we consider to be close in spirit to our own goals, and explain the relations to our approach.
6.1 Local Forms of CWA in Databases
Several different local forms of CWA have been proposed in the literature. We already mentioned
Levy’s work [1996]. These approaches are formalized using various styles of syntax and semantics
and with different goals in mind, making it quite difficult to compare them. Therefore, we explain
these approaches in the terminology of our paper and focus on their relation with our work.
One of the first studies of local forms of CWA was by Motro [1989], who investigates partial
forms of validity (soundness) and completeness in relational databases. Both validity constraints
and completeness constraints are represented there as queries (views). Intuitively, a completeness
constraint is a query Ψ[x¯] such that its answers in the real world are also the answers computed from
the databaseD. A validity constraint expresses the inverse. A corresponding algorithm takes as input
a given set V of validity constraints, a set C of completeness constraints, and an arbitrary queryQ(x¯).
The algorithm computes both a lower approximation queryQl[x¯] and an upper approximation query
Qu[x¯], such that any answer for Q(x¯) computed from D that satisfies Ql[x¯] is a correct answer (i.e,
it is an answer to the query in the real world), and any correct answer forQ(x¯) in the real world that
satisfies Qu[x¯] is computable from D. The algorithm requires that the query and all the constraints
would be existentially quantified conjunctions of atoms.
Let us now investigate the semantics of this formalism. For the sake of simplicity, we focus on a
database where the set of validity constraints V contains P (x¯) for every P ∈ Σ, that is, the database
is sound. We allow arbitrary first-order formulas as completeness constraints and denote that Ψ[x¯]
is a completeness constraint by CC(Ψ[x¯]). A completeness constraint Ψ[x¯] ∈ C means that its
answers in the real world can be computed from the database. The information conveyed about the
real world by this constraint is formalized by the following first-order formula:
∀x¯ :
(
Ψ[x¯] ⊃
∨
{d¯|D|=Ψ[d¯]}
x¯ = d¯
)
.
This axiom expresses that if Ψ[d¯] is true in the real world then d¯ is one of the answers of the query
Ψ[x¯] in the database instanceD. Thus, the extended relational theory of a database (D, C) (assuming
its soundness) is the theory consisting ofDCA andUNA, the database atoms, and the above formulas.
Note that the problem of whether such a database conveys CWI on a query reduces to the problem
of whether the query can be answered using the views in C (see [Levy et al. 1995]).
It is easy to see that completeness constraints are semantically different than our LCWA’s in the
sense that there exist LCWA’s that cannot be expressed as completeness constraints and vice versa:
Example 21. Consider the assumption LCWA(P,Q). An equivalent (set of) completeness con-
straint(s) Ψ should have the property that for every database instance D, D = (D, {LCWA(P,Q)})
and D′ = (D, {Ψ}) are equivalent. Take D = {}, in which case M(D) ≡ ¬Q ∨ ¬P . There is
only one completeness constraint Ψ (modulo equivalence) that makes D′ equivalent to D, and this
is Ψ ≡ Q ∧ P . Next, if we take D = {P}, thenM(D) ≡ P , whileM(D′) contains the axiom
¬P ∨ ¬Q which entails ¬Q. Hence, this LCWA and completeness constraint are not equivalent.
Conversely, it is easy to show by a similar technique that the completeness constraint P ∧Q cannot
be expressed as one or more LCWA’s.
A limited class of LCWA’s and completeness constraints that are semantically equivalent are:
LCWA(P (x¯), ϕ[x¯]) and CC(P (x¯) ∧ ϕ[x¯]),
where ϕ[x¯] contains only base predicates. Take as an example the following expressions:
LCWA(Dept(x, y), y = CS) and CC(Dept(x, y) ∧ y = CS).
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The latter is equivalent to CC(Dept(x,CS)). The equivalence is shown as follows:
MD(CC(P (x¯) ∧ ϕ[x¯])) ≡ ∀x¯ : (P (x¯) ∧ ϕ[x¯] ⊃
∨
{d¯|D|=P (a¯)∧ϕ[d¯]} x¯ = d¯)
≡ ∧{d¯|D|=ϕ[d¯]} P (d¯) ⊃ (P (a¯) ∈ D)
≡MD(LCWA(P (x¯), ϕ[x¯])).
Here, the second equivalence follows from the CWI on ϕ[x¯]. Thus, both databases are equivalent.
Let us evaluate the merits of both types of local forms of CWA. It appears from the above dis-
cussion that LCWA’s cannot be expressed as completeness constraints if they have a window of
expertise without CWI. Example 11 illustrates this. There, we have
LCWA(CarO(n,m, id), Loc(n,Bx)),
LCWA(Loc(n, l), (l = Bx ∧ ∃n,m : CarO(n,m, id))).
No CWI is available for either of the windows of expertise of these local closed world assumptions.
Hence, LCWA’s like these cannot be expressed by completeness constraints. For an example of a
completeness constraint that cannot be expressed as a LCWA, consider a database with a relation
Tel(p, d,nr), representing that p works in department d and has telephone number nr , and the
completeness constraint CC(∃nr : Tel(p,CS ,nr)), expressing that the database knows at least one
telephone number for each person of CS that has a telephone. As in Example 21, this completeness
constraint cannot be expressed as a LCWA.
The discussion above suggests that it might be interesting to combine the two sorts of local CWA’s.
In such a generalized formalism, LCWA’s might have the form:
LCWA(ϕ[x¯],Ψ[x¯]),
where ϕ and Ψ are formulas, and the extended relational formula is given by
∀x¯ :
(
Ψ[x¯] ⊃ (ϕ[x¯] ⊃
∨
{d¯|D|=ϕ[d¯]}
x¯ = d¯)
)
.
This obviously generalizes both LCWA’s and completeness constraints. An example that could
be dealt with in this generalized formalism and in neither of the original ones is a variant of the
telephone example. Assume that we have split up the predicate Tel(p, d, nr) in two predicates
Dept(p, d) and Tel(p, nr). In this case, we can express that at least one telephone number is known
for a person of CS by the following generalized LCWA:
LCWA(∃nr : Tel(p,nr), Dept(p,CS )).
The sort of local CWA as proposed by Motro was later used in other contexts as well. In [Etzioni
et al. 1997], the same notion of local CWA in the context of planning problems is used. The infor-
mation contained in the planner consists of a consistent and correct set L of (positive or negative)
literals, and a collection of completeness constraints. A polynomial approximate (sound but incom-
plete) algorithm is introduced for computing certain answers for queries in the form of conjunctions
of atoms. It is in that paper where the term Closed World Information (CWI) is introduced. Note
that Etzioni et al. [1997] consider a set L of literals rather than a database instance D as in Motro
[1989]. Yet, L can be translated to a database instance D consisting of the positive literals, together
with extending C by completeness constraints of the form {P (a¯) | ¬P (a¯) ∈ L}.
Another closely related approach to specify local completeness is presented in [Gottlob and Zicari
1988]. The basic idea is the inverse of ours, namely to open portions of a closed database relation by
means of a particular symbol, a so-called open null value, which defines attributes, parts of a relation,
or entire relations as open. In the context of our Examples 1 and 3, Gottlob and Zicari [1988] would
add a tuple Tel(LD, open) to express that Lien Desmet might have other numbers than those in the
table. Similarly, it would have tuples Tel(DF, open) and Tel(BD, open). The same information can
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easily be conveyed by a LCWA, namely
L = {LCWA(Tel(e, t), e 6= LD ∧ e 6= DF ∧ e 6= BD)}.
On the other hand, it is not always straightforward to represent locally closed databases by open null
values. Indeed, as shown e.g. in Example 8, a window of expertise may use different relations to
express closure on a predicate object, while open null values can only express incompleteness over
particular tuples of a single table.
Doherty et al. [2000] also study a generalized form of completeness constraints in planning sys-
tems. They extend the work of Etzioni et al. [1997] by considering arbitrary first-order queries in
C. They present a circumscriptive semantics [McCarthy 1990; Lifschitz 1994] for knowledge bases
consisting of a setL of literals and a set C of completeness constraints. The meaning of such a knowl-
edge base is given by DCA, UNA, the set L, and a circumscription axiom minimizing the answers
to the elements in C. It is shown that for constraints that are existentially quantified conjunctions of
atoms, the circumscriptive semantics coincides with the semantics of Etzioni et al. [1997], explained
above. Other results obtained in [Doherty et al. 2000] are that for certain types of completeness con-
straints, in particular for semi-Horn clauses, the circumscriptive axiom can be translated in a fixpoint
query, allowing to solve queries in polynomial time. This approach is then further extended to rough
databases with integrity constraints.
Note 8. The above approach of defining the extended relational formula of a completeness con-
straint CC(Ψ[x¯]) by a formula of the form
∀x¯ :
(
Ψ[x¯] ⊃
∨
{d¯|D|=Ψ[d¯]}
x¯ = d¯
)
generalizes to the case of full first-order formulas Ψ as well. It is easy to see that when Ψ is a
positive formula, the first-order approach and the circumscriptive approach coincide. Indeed, the
minimal answer to a positive query is obtained in the smallest model, and this is given by D (or
by the structure given by the positive literals in L). However, for non-positive queries, the two
approaches strongly disagree. Consider for example the completeness constraint CC(¬P (x)). The
first-order semantics for this constraint is:
∀x¯ :
(
¬P (x¯) ⊃
∨
{d¯|D|=¬P (d¯)}
x¯ = d¯
)
.
The tuples x¯ that falsify
∨
{d¯|D|=¬P (d¯)} x¯ = d¯ are exactly those for which P (x¯) ∈ D. It follows
that, given the DCA, the above formula is equivalent to:
∀x¯ :
(
P (x¯) ∈ D ⊃ P (x¯)
)
.
Surprisingly, this constraint restates that D is sound in P and is entailed by the soundness assump-
tion. In the circumscription approach for this example, however, ¬P (x) is minimized, which implies
that P is true for all domain elements. This shows that in the approach of Doherty et al. [2000], cir-
cumscriptive semantics for general completeness constraints does not correctly implement the orig-
inal intuition of Motro [1989] and Etzioni et al. [1997], which is that all answers of a completeness
constraint in the real world can be computed from the database. While it does not mean that this
approach has no virtues, this certainly pinpoints an unsolved semantical problem. In the electronic
appendix, we show how local closed world assumptions can be represented by circumscriptive for-
mulas. By Section 2.5, then, this alternative representation of local closure in database systems by
means of second-order formulas, is faithful to Levy’s original intuition on this matter.
Our approach is also tightly linked with Levesque’s work on reasoning on incomplete knowledge-
bases [Levesque 1982], where he introduces a framework for reasoning with first-order knowledge-
bases (theory) KB and modal logic queries in the logic KFOPCE. In this framework, the query
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for certain answers for Q(x¯) is stated as KQ(x¯) and for possible answers as ¬K¬Q(x¯). Such a
modal formula is evaluated using S5 semantics with respect to a possible world structure W (KB),
consisting of all models of KB.
Levesque also studies the use of modal logic to assert completeness or incompleteness on the
first-order knowledge base. For instance the statement
∀x : ∀y :
(
Works(x,CS) ⊃ (Tel(x, y) ⊃ KTel(x, y))
)
is the way Levesque would express that the telephone numbers of people from the CS department
are known. He goes on by warning that one should not just extend KB with such formulas. The
result of this would be a modal knowledge-base with some undesirable properties. The solution
he proposes is to reduce such a modal formula to a first-order formula in the context of KB. In
particular, given a modal formula α[x¯], there is a first-order formula β[x¯] such that
KB |= ∀x¯ : (α[x¯]↔ β[x¯]),
where |= means truth in W (KB). Levesque also presents an algorithm to compute β from KB and
α. Interestingly, if we assume that KB consists of DCA ∧UNA ∧∧P (a¯)∈D P (a¯), then by applying
this reduction algorithm on a formula of the form
∀x : ∀y :
(
Works(x,CS) ⊃ (Tel(x, y) ⊃ KTel(x, y))
)
we obtain (after simplification using DCA) the formula
∀x : ∀y :
(
Works(x,CS) ⊃ (Tel(x, y) ⊃ (Tel(x, y) ∈ D))
)
,
which of course is the logical meaning of LCWA(Tel(x, y),Works(x,CS)).
This observation is extendable to arbitrary LCWA’s. Thus, our approach coincides with (a frag-
ment of) Levesque’s approach.
In the context of integration of distributed databases, local forms of closure and soundness axioms
may be applied as well. Grahne and Mendelzon [1999] study integrated databases using Local-
as-View (LAV). This approach involves a set of source databases and a set of conjunctive queries
defining source predicates in terms of global database relations. Source predicates can be declared
either as open (sound), closed (complete) or clopen (sound and complete). Grahne and Mendelzon
[1999] present a coNP-algorithm for determining consistency of such databases and for computing
certain and possible answers of global queries. Optimization of query answering in LAV databases
using more general completeness constraints on sources is studied in [Abiteboul and Duschka 1998].
Declaring a source predicate as complete (or sound), following Grahne and Mendelzon’s ap-
proach, looks quite crude compared to our local closed world assumptions. Yet, their algorithm
can be accommodated to handle some more refined forms of LCWA, and in fact, in a more general
form of databases. This algorithm accepts a generalized sort of database, called a database template,
whose extended relational theory is given by
DCA(C(σ)) ∧ UNA(C(σ))
∧
(D1 ∨ · · · ∨Dn)
∧
(C1 ∧ . . . Cm),
where Di are existentially quantified conjunctions of atoms and Ci are constraints of the form
∀x¯ :
(
C ′i ⊃ (
∧
d¯∈Si
y¯ = d¯)
)
.
Here again, C ′i are conjunctions of atoms with free variables x¯, y¯ is a subset of x¯, and Si are sets
of tuples of domain elements of the same arity as y¯. Thus, a database template can be viewed as a
disjunction of databases with null values (the variables), augmented with a set of closure constraints.
It is easy to see that a locally closed database (D,L) can be represented as a database template
if all windows of expertise are existentially quantified conjunctions of atoms. In this case, the ex-
tended relational formula MD(θ) of a LCWA θ ∈ L has the form of a constraint Ci. The same
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holds for databases with completeness constraints in Motro’s sense. Thus, Grahne and Mendelzon’s
algorithm can be used to compute certain and possible answers for conjunctive queries in locally
closed databases with conjunctive formulas as windows of expertise. Note that conjunctive queries
are positive formulas, and hence, its certain answers can be accurately obtained by querying the
database D. To obtain possible answers however, observe that such databases are hierarchically
closed (Section 4.5) and hence, Algorithm 1 can be used, although it does not always return optimal
answers. For example, the possible answer for P ∧ Q with respect to D = (∅, {LCWA(P,Q)}) is
f , whereas the algorithm rewrites the query as P ∨ ¬Q, which evaluates to u in OD. Thus, Grahne
and Mendelzon’s algorithm is more accurate for possible conjunctive queries at the cost of a higher
complexity.
6.2 Deductive Databases and Logic Programming
The area of deductive databases is tightly connected with logic programming. In this area, several
approaches have been proposed for weakening the CWA. Below, we discuss the most relevant ones.
6.2.1 Answer Set Programming. In [Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991], the formalism of general logic
programming is extended by dropping the closed world assumption and allowing classical negation
to appear in heads and bodies of rules. One of the main reasons for this extension was the need
in many applications to relax the closed world assumption in order to represent incomplete knowl-
edge.13 Thus, while CWA in general logic programming entails the falsity of all atoms that are not
proved true, in answer set programming, falsity of atoms need to be represented explicitly by rules
with a classical negation literal ¬P (t¯) in the head. This allows the authors to represent local forms
of closed world assumption in a way which is similar to ours.
Consider, for instance, the program rule ¬P (x¯) ← notP (x¯), ϕ. Under stable-models semantics,
the truth of ¬P (x¯) is established if there is no evidence that P (x¯) is true (i.e., P (x¯) is not in the
database) and ϕ is provable. The relationship with the LCWA as defined in this paper is clear: ϕ is
the window of expertise of predicate P .
The semantics of an answer set program is given by stable models, which are (consistent) sets
of literals. Such a set is clearly associated with a three-valued structure, and so answer set pro-
grams correspond to the fixpoint queries of Section 4.4 that express certainly true and certainly false
atoms. Indeed, in the notations of Section 4.4, P (t¯), ¬P (t¯), notP (t¯) and not¬P (t¯) correspond,
respectively, to P c(t¯), P c¬(t¯), P p¬(t¯), and P p(t¯).
As a way of expressing LCWA’s, answer set programming has the same limited accuracy as our
approximate methods. This is demonstrated in the following example:
Example 22. The locally closed database D = ({}, {LCWA(P,Q)}) may be expressed by the
program P = {¬P ← notP, Q}. As we saw before, D entails that P ∧ Q is false, but as in our
approximate method, the falsity of P ∧Q is not inferable from the unique answer set {} of P .
In comparison with our approach, a weakness of using answer set programming for expressing
LCWA’s is that the above sort of approximating programs need to be expressed manually, while in
our case the fixpoint queries are automatically derived from the database.
It is interesting that [Baral et al. 1993] introduced a method for computing an answer set program
as an approximation (interpolation in terms of [Baral et al. 1993]) of a collection of general logic
programs. The techniques presented in that paper are likely to provide an extension of our approx-
imate methods for locally closed deductive databases, i.e, locally closed databases extended with
view definitions.
6.2.2 Other Generalized Closed World Assumptions. In [Minker 1982], Minker introduced dis-
junctive databases as an extension of deductive databases for representing incomplete knowledge
by allowing clauses to have disjunctions in their heads. As noted originally by Reiter [1978],
13Personal communication with M. Gelfond.
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such expressions may be inconsistent with the CWA. For instance, since the disjunctive database
{P (a) ∨ Q(a)} neither entails P (a) nor Q(a), the CWA would entail both ¬P (a) and ¬Q(a),
which of course is inconsistent with the content of the database. Minker addresses this phenomenon
by introducing the Generalized Closed World Assumption (GCWA) [Minker 1982], specifying that
a negated atom is considered to be true if the atom does not appear in any minimal model of the
database. Note that in case a database does not contain disjunctive clauses, GCWA and CWA co-
incide. This shows that disjunctive databases and locally closed databases are different ways of
representing incomplete knowledge, and that the GCWA is a very different principle than LCWA’s.
Another extension of the CWA in the context of logic programming is the Any World Assumption,
introduced by Loyer and Straccia [2005]. They argue that due to the incompleteness of information,
any semantics of logic programming has to rely on a default assumption on the missing information.
In case of the stable semantics, this default is false, while in case of OWA, the default is unknown.
Loyer and Straccia view these as two extremes and develop a semantics in which the default assump-
tion can be any pre-specified value in an arbitrary truth space. While this approach aims at somewhat
similar goals as ours, context, techniques and viewpoints are completely different.
7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this section we comment on some LCWA-related issues that are outside the scope of the current
paper and on some directions for further work. In Section 6.1 we already discussed a generalized
form of the LCWA that captures Motro’s completeness constraints. There is also the need for a better
understanding of the kind of queries that are useful in practical applications and how close to optimal
the approximate answers are for those queries. Some other issues are explored more in depth below.
7.1 Domain-independent and Safe Queries
The problem of domain independence of a query [Topor and Sonenberg 1988] for certain answers
in standard (finite) databases is co-recursively enumerable, and the same holds for locally closed
databases, both for possible and certain answers.14
A more relevant practical question is the safety [Topor and Sonenberg 1988] of approximate query
answering, as this question is linked to computing certain or possible answers using relational alge-
bra. Let us call a query Q(x¯) safe for certain (respectively, possible) answers if the fixpoint query
[lfpQc,∆cQ,L ](x¯) (respectively, if ¬[lfpQc¬,∆cQ,L ](x¯)) is safe. As we have seen in several examples
before, queries to locally closed databases are often unsafe, especially positive queries for possible
answers and negative queries for certain answers.
Example 23. Below are two examples for unsafe queries to locally closed databases.
(1) As shown in Example 11, the certain answers for CarO(n,m, id) are given by
CarO(n,m, id). Clearly, this is a safe query. On the other hand, the possible answers for the
same query are given by CarO(n,m, id) ∨ ¬Loc(n,Bx), which is domain dependent, since n is
unconstrained in the second disjunct. Also, the query ¬CarO(n,m, id)∧Loc(n,Bx) that computes
the certainly false answers (or the certain answers for ¬CarO(n,m, id)), is unsafe as m and id are
unconstrained.
(2) More generally, take a locally closed database in which all windows of expertise are positive
formulas (hence, it is hierarchically closed). Then Rp(Q(x¯)) is obtained from Q(x¯) by substituting
every database predicate atom P (t¯) in Q(x¯) by P (t¯) ∨ ¬ΨP [t¯]. Since the second disjunct is a
negative formula, the resulting query will be unsafe unless it is variable free.
Note that the opposite situations are also possible: unsafe queries in standard relational databases
are not necessarily unsafe in locally closed databases.
14To see this, compute for arbitrary large finite extensions of the domain all models with that domain, and the possible or
certain answers of the query. Check if these possible or certain answers for that domain are the same as those for the original
domain. If not, then there is domain dependence.
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Example 24. Consider the query Q(x) = ¬P (x) on a locally closed database D = (D,L),
where D = {R(a)} and L = {LCWA(R(x), t), LCWA(P (x), R(x))}. Since there is complete
knowledge onR, the set of certain answers forQ(x) is {a}. Note thatRc(¬P (x)) = ¬P (x)∧R(x),
which is a safe query.
We believe that domain dependence for possible query answering is inherent to all formalisations
of incomplete database, as such databases do not (or hardly not) characterize unnamed objects.
Some preliminary ideas on how to assure safety in locally closed databases are:
—The database could maintain a unary predicate U/1 representing all elements of the domain.
Replacing every literal ¬P (x¯) that contains an unsafe variable x by the conjunctionU(x)∧¬P (x¯)
ensures safety.15
—One could develop symbolic query answering methods that return queries with constrained vari-
ables to correctly represent the answer in arbitrary domains. This is the case, for instance, with
the set {(PS,m, id) | (m, id) 6= (M,Q1)} that represents the possible answers for the query
CarO(n,m, id) in Example 11 for arbitrary domains. E.g., techniques from constructive nega-
tion in Logic Programming could be useful [Chan 1988].
7.2 Locally closed deductive databases with integrity constraints and views
Another challenging problem is to extend the concepts and methods presented here to deductive
databases with first-order integrity constraints [Reiter 1977; Ullman 1988] and with view definitions.
In Section 4.6, we showed how approximate query answering could be extended to handle func-
tional dependency constraints and how such constraints allowed us to infer more information. The
approximate method could also be extended in a straightforward way to handle locally closed
databases with view definitions. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that a view predicate
P is defined by unique rule:
P (x¯)← Ψ[x¯]
where Ψ is a first-order formula. To answer a query Q(y¯) possibly including view predicates, we
can extend the method of Section 4.4, by adding the following rules to the fixpoint definition ∆cQ,L:
P c(x¯)← (Ψ[x¯])c
P c¬(x¯)← (Ψ[x¯])c¬
This raises many interesting open questions. For instance, in locally closed databases with view
definitions, should local closed world assumptions be allowed only on database predicates or also on
the view predicates. Interestingly, the latter would be very similar to the sort of generalized LCWA’s
as discussed in Section 6.1. E.g., the LCWA that at least one telephone number is known for a person
of CS could be expressed by a combination of a view definition:
HasTelephone(p)← ∃nr : Tel(p,nr)
and the LCWA:
LCWA(HasTelephone(p), Dept(p,CS )).
A derived question then is how to extend the approximate methods for LCWA’s on view predicates.
Further work needs to be done for analysing other kinds of integrity constraints and for extending
the approximation method to handle them. For this purpose, we believe that the work of Wittocx et al.
[2008] might be useful. It presents a generalization of our approximation algorithm that computes
approximations of predicates and formulas of general first-order theories in polynomial time. Such
a method could in fact be the basis for an approximate query answering method in the generalized
setting of integrated locally closed (deductive) databases.
15This is the solution that is implemented in the prototype system in [Corte´s-Calabuig 2008].
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7.3 Towards data integration and exchange in locally closed databases
Local closed world assumptions on databases are specially suited to model data imported from ex-
ternal sources, since each exchange or integration rule may come with different assumptions on the
completeness of the exchanged data. The following example illustrates how the aforementioned ex-
tension of locally closed deductive databases with views can be applied to a data integration setting.
Example 25. Consider two local sources with the following two relations: DirMovie stores
directors and the movies they have filmed, and MovieGenre stores movies and their genre. These
relations are integrated by means of a Global-as-View (GAV) mapping (see [Lenzerini 2002]) into a
global predicate DirGenre (that states the genre of movies a director has filmed) as follows:
DirGenre(d, g)← ∃m : DirMovie(d,m) ∧MovieGenre(m, g).
Suppose further that the relation DirMovie is complete with respect to Alfred Hitchcock (AH),
and that the relation DirGenre is complete with respect to science fiction (SF) movies. This is
represented, respectively, by the following LCWAs:
LCWA(DirMovie(x, y), x = AH), LCWA(MovieGenre(y, z), z = SF ).
Using the method of Section 4.4 (applying the query transformation on the body of the rule), we
obtain negative information about DirGenre:
DirGenrec¬(d, g)← ∀m : DirMoviec¬(d,m) ∨MovieGenrec¬(m, g).
DirMoviec¬(d,m)← ¬DirMovie(d,m) ∧ d = AH.
MovieGenrec¬(m, g)← ¬MovieGenre(m, g) ∧ g = SF.
The disjunction expresses that d is certainly not the director of movies of genre g if, for each movie
m, either AH is not the director of m or the genre of m is not SF This, together with the source
instances, allows us to derive, for instance, that Alfred Hitchcock is not the director of science fiction
movies (DirGenrec¬(AH,SF )). It follows that local completeness at the source level allows us to
derive negative answers at the mediator level. To the best of our knowledge, this is first attempt to
retrieve negative answers from integrated databases.
Data exchange refers to finding an instance of a target schema given an instance of a source schema
and a specification of a logical mapping between the schemas (see [Libkin 2006]). This problem is
thus closely related to data integration and incompleteness. Semantics for the mappings adopting
an open or closed world assumption were proposed by Fagin et al. [2005] and by Libkin [2006],
respectively. Libkin and Sirangelo [2008] prefer a combined approach with annotated values in same
spirit of the open null values proposed in [Gottlob and Zicari 1988] and discussed in Section 6.1.
As locally closed databases are closely related to the open null values in [Gottlob and Zicari 1988],
a refinement of the methods in [Libkin and Sirangelo 2008] based on schema mappings of locally
closed databases as exemplified above seems a promising application of local completeness.
7.4 Extending the query language with modal operators
It is quite natural to have queries that combine certain answers to one subquery with possible answers
to another subquery.
Example 26. A company has a (partially complete) database about manufacturers and the prod-
ucts they produce. In this database, the relation Type classifies types of companies, and Produces
specifies what kind of product a manufacturer produces (e.g., office articles). Both tables are par-
tially complete. Suppose the company is interested in manufacturers of copy machines, well aware
of the fact that such manufacturers belong to the category of office articles, and that the Produces
relation is quite incomplete. A reasonable query would be to ask for companies that are certainly
producers of office articles and possibly produce copy machines.
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In order to handle such queries, one needs ‘modal’ operatorsP for encapsulating possible answers
to queries and C for encapsulating certain answers to queries. This allows one to express queries
like
C(Type(x,Office Articles)) ∧P(Produces(x,Copy Machines)).
A straightforward way to handle such a query is to rewrite it into
Typec(x,Office Articles) ∧ Producesp(x,Copy Machines),
whereQc is derived fromQ as in Definition 16 andQp fromQ as in Definition 17. Another approach
related to Levesque’s modal logicKFOPCE [Levesque 1982; Reiter 1992] (see also our discussion
in Section 6.1) is explored in [Corte´s-Calabuig 2008]. This topic requires further analysis.
7.5 LCWA for semi-structured data
The interest in the semantic web is continuously growing. A direct application of our methods in
this context could be the specification of local completeness of different web sources. For this, the
notion of local completeness should be adapted to the data models used for the semi-structured data
present on the semantic web [Decker et al. 2000] as in the line proposed by Abiteboul et al. [2006].
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The need to weaken the CWA and the ability to efficiently reason with partially complete information
has long been recognized as an issue of central importance in relational database systems. The
current paper wrapped up and considerably extended a series of publications [Corte´s-Calabuig et al.
2005; Corte´s-Calabuig et al. 2006; 2007; 2008] in which a logical and computational framework was
build for locally closed databases. The notion of local closed world assumption in the framework
is the one of [Levy 1996]. We generalized this notion to general first-order windows of expertise,
and clarified the relation with Closed World Information known from Motro [1989], Levy [1996],
Etzioni et al. [1997], and Doherty et al. [2000] in the context of knowledge-base agents and relational
databases systems.
We compared our method to those and other existing approaches. We identified important cases in
which LCWA induces CWI, generalized to first-order logic, explored the computational complexity
of reasoning with locally closed databases, developed polynomial approximate methods to estimate
query answers, and presented mappings of certain and possible queries to standard first-order queries
and to fixpoint queries that allow us to compute the approximate answers using ordinary database
methods. We also investigated the accuracy of the approximate methods by studying syntactical
and semantical conditions that guarantee optimality of the approximate algorithms for producing
certain query answers. Our results show that for quite broad classes of locally closed databases and
queries, the approximate methods are optimal. The precision of these methods beyond these classes
remains to be evaluated, but the variety and extent of these results suggest that in practice even the
approximate methods may attain a high degree of accuracy.
Finally, we view the current work as a first step towards the more ambitious goal of providing a
unifying framework for efficient approximative query answering in extended settings such as incom-
plete deductive databases in the presence of arbitrary integrity constraints and in settings involving
distributed data such as data integration and exchange and beyond, in the World Wide Web. Spe-
cially in the distributed settings, incompleteness is an unavoidable and prevalent phenomenon that
has to be properly managed.
Electronic Appendix
An electronic appendix to this article is available in the ACM Digital Library.
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